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PICKETS LEAVING JAIL — Fourteen of 24 persons ar-
rested on disorderly conduct charges while picketing In
„front of the entrances of Lowenstein's Department store
so on Saturday afternoon are seen leaving the police station
after they were released on bond later in the day. The
students were tried on Monday and were fined EIS each.
"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 1965
Nearly 20 workers from the store appeared In court and
testified that all were interfering with would-be customers,
and that some were restraining persons physically from
entering. The store is being picketed because of the small
number of Negroes employed in the stores as sales clerks.
(McChriston Photo)
24 PICKETS ARRESTED AT
LOWENSTEIN'S ON MAIN
• MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
Two Men Die Here In
Separate Shootings
Shot Through Door
Fells VA Employee
Two men were killed in sep-
arate incidents last week and
brought the homicide death toll
for 1965 up to 24, surpassing
the 16 recorded for the same
period in 1964.
Shot and killed last Thursday
morning at 493 Pontutoc was
Haywoo.I Stewart, 31, of 1484
S. WillPtt., an employe of Ken-
nedy VA hos,.!tr,I.
Shot and tati.ny woundel in
his home at 28 Grigg., at
noon lest .ia•uiciay was Bratty
'harks Hollowo, 27, He ,,as
,killed with his ( wn pistol.
i According to Homicide Insp.
F. C Swann, Haywood S'etv-
art was v g Mrs. Pe me
:Thomas at her home on Pon-
;totoc early Thursday morning,
where the two of them had
, been drinking and arguing un-
til the victim twisted the wom-
, an's fingers and departed.
SHOT THROUGH THE DOOR
When he returned a short
while later and began beating
on the door. Mrs. Thomas got
a pistol and fired through the
door. 
began slashing Mr. Walker.
TRAPPED IN HOUSE
Police said that Mr. Walker'
told them that Mr. Holloway
had him trapped inside the
house, and was continuing the
attack with the knife when he,
remembered having seen his
assailant cleaning a .25 Italian
automatic in his bedroom earlt
er in the week.
Be said he ran into the bed-
room, pursued by Mr. Hollo-
way, found the weapon at the
head of Mr. Holloway's bed.
and shot film twice in the
chest when he kept attacking
him.
Mr. Holloway was pronoun('
ed dead on arrival at John Gas-
ton hospital.
Mr. Walker was arrested at
the scene and has been charg-
ed with murder. JIM BROWN
Pleads Innocent:
- , One bullet struck Mr. Stew' •
Adults Fined $15 For tea hard for colored people tol was "Miss LeMoyne College"lie said that it was "ex- Miss Geraldine Gray, who ; art!oeta t),Itteitd himat the thendbacakf . the _in the right arm, and the DI'O I ii R51!during the past school yea(' Ai. d
, get into the store."
and a recent graduate, was;.'°I" 
an was dead on 4rriv-
• 
I 
, One store official testified the second person to appear on 
alpatitcJohnGatston hosptal. .
'Disorderly Conduct complained that the pickets( She denied having been a St. Final rites for Mr. Stewartoperated a cafe on South Fourthsaid h victim'sCase Set or Sept.'that a Negro physician had the charge. wife
attempted to keep him from Ipicket, and said that she had were held on Sunday.
a ticket to show that she ha&entering, but that he was able
g P  
An argument which develop-
'NO CRIMINAL ACT' : Gray said she was standing 
ed about a $25 debt was the
Judge Feiser asked Atty. when 
the edge of the sidewalk 
fight which led tocause of a
Russell B. Sugarmon if it were 
the killing of Mr. Holloway.
not contributing to the delin- 
TIIREE ATTORNEYS '
1 David Walker, Jr., 31, of
2749 Supreme went to the home
quency of minors to have One officer claimed that Miss of Mr. Holloway to see about
young people out in the "heat" Gray was on the inside entrance the payment of 
the money
of a picket line, and he re- to the store, and that he re- which he said the victim 
owed
plied that peaceful picketing!menthered her especially since him.
did not constitute a criminal she had two small children An argument 
developed, and
act. ;the victim pulled a kni
fe andwith her.
Arthur Shea prosecuted thel
eases for the city, while the Presbyterians Affirm
15c
Fourteen of the 24 persons Evans, but was later released to et in des ite theirefforts.been at a nearby theater. Miss'
jeested while picketing Low-
stein's department store on
Main st. last Saturday were
fined $15 each for disorderly
conduct when the adults ap-
peared in City Court on Mon.
with a warning by the judge,
was the first person to take'
the stand after attorneys de-
cided to call each of the 14
separately.
Mrs. Colter pleaded not guil-
ty to the disorderly conduct
day afternoon. charge. She said that she had
Ten of the group were .juve- been standing three or four
niles, and their cases will be feet from the entrance to the
handled by Juvenile Court. store, and that she did not take
Acting Judge Louis Feiser, hold of anyone physically in an
sitting in for retiring Judge
Beverly Boushe, found all of
the 14 guilty after police and
employees of the store testified
that the pickets were taking
hold of Negroes who were try-
ing to enter the 'store and pull-
ing them back to the sidewalk.
Capt. S. C. Evans, head of
the Efnergency Squad, said
that an anonymous person call-
ed the police station and com-
plained that the doors of the
store were completely blocked
that would-be customers
W.A.ild not enter.
OUTBURST IN COURT
Ile said that after he arriv-
ed he found Mrs. Judith Col-
ter, a young white woman, stop-
ping mostly white patrons, and
that after she would talk to nothing but a nigger like the
them, some would enter ,while
others left the store.
Mrs. Colter, whose husband,
David, was taken into custody
M C It id h wa aa a n -rs. o er s se s
tive of Mississippi, a graduate
of the University of Tennessee
at Knoxville, and a former
Peace Corps volunteer with
two years of service in Brazil.
Her husband is studying for a
Ph.D. in neuroanatomy at the
UT Medical School in Mem-
phis.
'KNOCKED AND KICKED'
Mrs. Colter said that police
knocked and kicked the dem-
onstrators as they were being
pushed inside of a patrol wag-
on, and that one officer said
"Put her on in there. She's
rest of them."
-Testifying on behalf of the
city was John Bernardini, as-
for talking out in court to Capt. sistant superintendent of the
effort to prevent them from Junior Mallory pickets were represented bygoing in. Attys. Sugarmon, A. W. Willis Miscegenation
Asked about her background, and A T. Bennett.
Following the trial, Atty.
Sugarmon said the record
would be studied to determine
If there is any basis to file an
appeal from the decision.
The NAACP announced that
picketing will continue, and
a group of young people con-
tinued the demonstrations while
court was in session.
Lowenstein's has employed
about eight Negro clerks in the
past few weeks.
Knights Tea
The Memphis Chapter of the
Junior Mallory Knights Charity
Organization, will sponsor it's
first tea, Sunday, June 27 from
4 to 6 P.M., at the home of
Mrs. Louise A. White, 1487
South Willett.
The purpose of the tea is to
help thousands of c h a r it y
cases. The public is invited.
COLUMBUS, Ohio — (ANPI)
"There are no scriptural or
theological grounds for con-
demning or prohibiting the
marriage of a man and a wom-
an of different races. Interra-
cial marriage is a reality that
cannot be ignored."
Calling for the repeal of state
miscegenation laws in a sec-
ond resolution the Assembly
has helped to move the cause
of , Civil Rights another giant
step ahead.
Baptist Youth To Tell
alr&
Need Of Owen College
Ifrioung people from Memphis
"Bsptist churches will speak
next Sunday before more than
100 Negro Baptist churches for
more support for Owen Col-
lege.
Dr. Charles Dinkins, presi-
dent of the college, in a letter
to churches stated that increas-
ing costs at the school must be
matched by more support from
the churches.
Owen college was started in
1954 by the Baptists of Ten-
Thessee. which now provides
about half the support of the
college Enrollment is limited
to 300 students.
"Support from our churches
and associations now is 860,000
annually but must be $100,000
annually within three years if
the college is to maintain its
lereditation and qualify for
Federal aid for the construc-
tion of facilities," said Dr. Din- *Of
king. "We are pleased to en-
list our youth in helping publi-
cize the needs of the college."
,Itc the letter, Dr. Dinkins told
ministers that at least one per-
son would be in their congre-
gations expecting a chance to
speak for the school, and that
the individual would be identi-
fied by a badge saying "SUP-
PORT OWEN COLLEGE."
"There is enough money a-
mong the peopte of the Mem-
phis Baptist churches to run
Owen college without difficul-
ty or embarrassment," he said
in his letter, so he requested
that the pastors permit the
speakers to tell of the need.
Baptists are asked to give a
dollar a month toward the
school's support,
_w 1
„
'
SWIMMING POOLS OPEN — After a two-year dry season
"caused" by a Federal Court order, the swimming pools of
Memphis are beginning to fill with water again, and one
of the first to open was the one at the Fairgrounds which
was well utilized last Sunday. with only a few whites en30Y-
ing the water. There were no incidents, although a large
CLEVELAND — (Special to
THE DEFENDER) — A noisy
crowd impatiently waited for
the appearance of famed full-
back Jim Brown of the World
champion Cleveland Browns
football team who appeared to
answer an assault and battery
charge filed against him by an
18-year-old girl.
The charge filed Monday by
Brenda Ayres, an attractive
girl claimed Brown slapped her
and bruised her arms and legs
in a motel room early Sunday.
Miss Ayres signed the com-
plaint after meeting with po-
lice prosecutor Edward Kane.
With her at centgal police sta-
tion was her mother, Mrs.
Barbara Ayres.
The packed courtroom whose
restlessness caused the judge
to order quiet or "we will not
hear any more cases", got a l
chance to see their idol for
exactly 31 seconds.
As soon as Brown and his
attorney walked into the court-
room. the judge called the
famed athlete's case.
t
number of whites came to view the scene. Cars hearing Mis-
sissippi licenses were seen to arrive with curious passen-
gers who left shortly after arriving. The I,. F.. Brown Pool
was also opened last week, and others are to go into use
within the next few weeks. I Wendell Withers Photo)
I Miss Ayres did not appear,
but was represented by Jose-
phine Walker, a local attorney.
Brown told newsmen he
would not make any statement
outside of the presence of his
attorney Jerry Milano and said
he would have nothing more
to say.
The AllAmerican who has
thrilled millions with his pow.
cilia running during the eight
!seasons with the Browns, stood
silently while his attorney en-
tered the innocent plea and
asked for a jury trial which
was granted. A court clerk
then selected Sept. 20 as the
, trial date.
Brown, 29, was all-America
at Syracuse University in foot-
ball and lacrosse and was the
See BROWN, Page 2
Rev, Lawson To
Fly To Vietnam
Rev. James N. Lawson, Jr.,
pastor of Centenary Methodist
hurch, will leave Memphis
for Saigon, Vietnam, next Mon-
day to join a group of clergy-
men seeking peace in that
Southeast Asian nation.
The young minister Was in-
vited to serve on a team of
12 ministers by the Fellowship
of Reconciliation through its
Clergymen's Emergency Com-
mittee for Vietnam.
The American team will be
joined by a similar group trom
Europe. After talks .with cler-
gymen in Vietnam and nearby
points, they hope to attempt
to fashion a peace formula.
"They do not go under the
illusion that their visit can
:work the miracle that would
'stop the war; they go because
they feel impelled to take any.
step that might conceivably
contribute to the slowing down
of the terrifying escalation of
conflict," said Alfred Hassler
of New York City, executive
secretary of the committee.
FEEL RESPONSIBILITY
"They believe that it is
every man's responsibility, In
such a moment of profound cri-
sis, to do what he can to re-
duce tensions and reestabish ,
communications," he said.
Centenary Methodist church
at 878 Mississippi blvd.. which
Is pastored by Rev. Lawson,
See LAWSON, Page 2
Dinner Held For Will
Owens By IC Railroad
By DEBORAH A. THOMAS
At a banquet, June 15. in the
Universal Life Insurance com-
pany's banquet room, men of
the Illinois Central Railway
Company gathered to pay tri-
bute to Will Owens of 81 East
Trigg Ave., for his 50 years
of service with the firm. .
Mr. Owens, a member of the In his presentrtion Mr.
Prince Hall Masons, and the Lahndorff remarked, "There is
Mt. Zion Baptist Church, open-
ly surprised stood in awe be-
side his wife, Mrs. Matte
Owens, and their adopted
not be present.
Following the invocation, F.
E. Collins, general foreman at
the ICRR, praised Mr. Owens
highly for his loyalty and de-
pendability, and afterwards in-
troduced N. Lahndorff, assist-
ant master mechanic for the
railway company, who present-
ed to Mr. Ovens a gold plaque.
not one thing I can find to say
against Will Owens."
As he received the plaque,
daughter, Janette Williams. as Mr. 
Owens, a quiet mannered,
seventeen employees of the IC- 
stockily-built man, tearfully
i -
RR paid tribute to him.
Cuba S. Johnson, superintend-
ent of Sunday school at the
Mt. Zion Bautist Church, open-
ed the ceremonies with the in-
location. He represented the
Aastor of the church who could
stated, "This soneot' th ehip
piest moments of my life"
He added, "Every day has
not been Sunday but I have
made it."
Called upon to speak in be-
See DINNER, Page 2
Everything's
old fashioned about
OLiTYLO1 8
They know that "old-fashioned" doesn't mean out Of fashion. Good taste never goes out of style.
Like the smooth, rich, mellow taste of Old Taylor 86, Traditional? Yes! But so very modern. Try it.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 86 Proof,T he Old Taylor DistilleryCo.,Frankfort and Louisville, Ky.
Contiaued From Page 1
Browns' first draft choice in
1957. He holds a pocketfull of
National Football League rec-
ords, among them the most
years gained rushing for both
a season as well as in a single
game, and the most touch-
downs scored in a career.
The charge against the 230-
pound fullback who plunges for
yardage even with three or
four opponents hanging onto
him shocked the Cleveland
Browns management. A spokes-
man said owner Art Modell
was out of town and no one
had talked with Brown about
the complaint.
Brown, whose annual salary
with the Browns is estimated
at over $50,000, married the
former Sue Jones of Columbus.
Ga., in 1958. The couple bile
three children.
His wife sued him for di-
vorce in 1962, but the couple
reconciled.
Brown is the perfect athlete,
excelling not only in football,
his first love, but in golf, box-
ing, basketball and lacrosse.
He is also an actor, having had
a supporting role in Holly-
wood's "Rio Conchos." In the
off-season he does publicity
work for a soft drink firm, and
plans a full-time position with
the company when he decides
to retire from the Browns. ,
ills book. "Off My Chest,"
created a controversy last
September when a national
magazine (Look) ran a three-
part installment of it. The ra-
cial views he expressed in it
drew a storm of comment and
a bomb threat was even made
against him.
"I am skeptical of white
men because even the best of
them wants me to be patient,
to turn the other cheek until
God knows when," Brown
wrote. "I am not one of the
(Black) Muslims, yet I'm all
for them because we need
every possible element going
for us. The more commotion
the better."
half of her husband and the
occasion, Mrs. Owens said,
"This is one of the highlights
of my life during 48 years of
my marriage." And added, "I
just don't know what to say."
After Mrs. ,Owens remarks,
Mrs. Beaulah Brownlee, secre-
tary of the Mt. Zion Church,
dedicated two poems to Mr.
'Owens. One read:
i "Be such a man, and live
CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
SPECIAL .THIS WEEK ONLY
1961 FORD ONLY 195
2 Door, Straight Drive, Radio, Heater, W.W. Tires,
39,000 Actual Miles.
1964 CHEVROLET
1963 KARMAN
1960 CHEVROLET
1963 CHEVROLET
1963 FORD
Impala 2 Door Hardtop, V-8, Automatic Transmission.
(4 to Choose From)
Chia Convertible, V-Wagon Low Miles, Like New 4
-speed
Transm.
Impala Convertible, Radio. Heater, V-8, Transm. W.W.
Tires, One Owner, Fine Condition, Only
4 Door Station Wagon - Luxury Transportation for the
Large Family - V-8, Autom. Transm., Only
2 Door Hardtop- V-8, Autom., 9000 Tires,
Red and White Sports Model, Only
6 Cylinder, Straight Transm., Nearly New
Tires, Good Sound Transportation.
4 Door H ardto p. V-8. Autom., Here's
Transportation for Only
Bel-Air, 4 Door, V-8, Autom.,
Condition, Economy Price,
2 Door Hardtop, V-8, Automatic,
Condition.
1959 OLDS... 
 s395
Sedan, Radii, 'Heater, White Wall Tires,
Extra Fine. Transportation, With a
Big Car Ride, Only,_
6 Cylinder, Straight Transmission, One
Owner. 'See to Believe.
DEAL WITH RELIABLE PEOPLE
IN CELEBRATION OF OUR 48 YEARS SERVING THE
PEOPLE OF mamms. IN THE MONTH OF JUNE WE
ARE GIVING ONE YEAR'S FREE-GREASIINIG AND OIL
CHANGE-WITH EACH PURCHASE.
GOODLOES AT CEREMONY - Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Goodloe, Sr., of 1089 E. Mc-
Lemore, and their children were in Wash-
ingtou, D. C., recently to see their son and
brother, Samuel Goodloe, Jr., receive his
bachelor of science degree from Howard
University and to hear President Lyndon B.
Johnson deliver the commencement address.
Jack And
Slated Fo
From left, looking at the camera, are Mr.
Goodloe, biology teacher at Carver High
School here; Miss Beblon Goodloe; Mrs.
Goodloe, holding Samuel Goodloe, III; Von
Weber Goodloe, Mrs. Samuel Goodloe, Jr.,
Dan Edgar Goodloe and Mrs. Sarah Tur-
ner and Mrs. Mary Davis of Detroit, aunts
of the graduate. (Withers Photo)
Jill Meet
r Weekend
A gay weekend is in store
for scores of teenagers coming
to Memphis for the Central Re-
gional Convention of Jack &
Jill of America, Inc. Headquar-
ters will be the LeMoyne Col-
lege campus and the dates are
June 25-27.
At last report delegations will
be arriving Friday morning
such a life,
That if every man Were
such as you,
And every life a life like
yours,
This earth would be God's
Paradise."
The 17 employees of ICRR
present were: K. H. Wyatt, J.
W. Burrell, J. W. McLean, W.
H. Jones, R. Rawls, Syd Paine,
G. F. deRooy, E. J. Sackman,
Gus Williams, W. A. Hill, N.
Lahndorff, F. E. Collins, Ear-
nest Butler, Handel Brantley,
Harry Frazier, H. L. Smith,
Earl Pinkins.
All the guests and the hon-
oree enjoyed a tasty steak din-
ner which helped to make the
banquet more of a success.
from chapters in St. Louis,
Mo.; East St. Louis, Ill.; Des
Moines, Iowa; Kansas City,
Kans.; Pine Bluff, Ar.; Okla-
homa City, Okla., and Tulsa,
Okla.
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, gen-
eral chairman of the conven-
tion, said she expects delegates
from other chapters in the re-
gion.
PARENTS TO HELP
Ronald Walker, an 11th gra-
der it Booker T. Washington
High School and president of
the host chapter, is aiding Mrs.
Weathers in setting up a pro-
gram for the annual meeting.
Mothers and fathers of Mem-
phis Jack & Jill members also
are going all out to help make
the convention a success.
A talent show, picnic, ban-
quet apd tour of the city are
among the special events plan-
ned for the visitors. Business
sessions, workshops and the
annual election of officers also
are scheduled.
The picnic will be a closing
feattire at Simpson's Farm.
Special events are being
For sass
in your salads,
bring on the ...
Apple Cider or White Distilled
VINEGAR
SPEAS HOMEMADE ffALIAN DRESSING:
Combine the foliating in a jar. Shake vigorously.
1/4 cup Sofas Vinegar, 1 cup salad oil, 1 teaspoon
salt, 1/2 teaspoon white pepper, 1/2 teaspoon
celery salt, V4 teaspoon cayenne, Ya teaspoon dry
mustard, 1 clove garlic, minced, and dash Tabasco
sauce. Shake again before serving. Yield: 11/4 cups.
FREE: 21-page book/of," Why Didn't Someone) Tel
MAP About All Thep Uses for Vinegar. 'Write SPEAS
COMPANY, MO Nicholson Ave. Kansas City, Ma
OLD CROW
Famous. Smooth. Mellow
urtvamptuar WON Map IS la WO Winn VS NOW moss okb OM Pinar 00.aanfon.r,.
planned for parents who ac-,
comvany their youngsters to
Memphis for the convention.
Jack & Jill teenagers are in
the 13-17 age range.
Largest delegation is expect-
ed from St. Louis which is
sending 28 representatives.
Three mothers will accompany
the group.
Ten are expected from East
St. Louis. Ill
Continued From Page I
has given him permission to
make the three-week trip.
Membership of the church took
a vote on Sunday after, the
morning service, and the deci-
sion was unanimous.
Rev. Lawson, the only l‘Ie o
on the American team, se
as Methodist missionary to -
dia from 1953 to 1956, travelled
throughout Africa in 1961, and
attended the World Council of
Churches in Iadia in 1961. `
A native of lUniontown, Pa.,
he did his undergraduate stu-
dy at Baldwin-Wallace college
in Berea, Ohio, and received
his theological education at
Oberlin, Vanderbilt and Bos-
ton universities.
HERE TIIREE YEARS
Ile is a member- of the Gen-
eral Board of Christian Social
Concern of the Methodist church
and a member of the Curricu-
lum committee of the Methed-
ist church and works with
non-violent education for The
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference. 
.110Rev. Lawson has been-f;
Centenary for three years, lie
and his wife are the parents
of two sons.
The first stop for the Ameri-
can team after leaving New
York will be Rome, where the
religious leaders hope to ar-
range an audience with Pope
Paul VI.
They are due to arrive in
Bankok on July 1 for a rest
day, and it will be followed by
talks with Buddhist leaders.
They will be in Saigon July 3-
7, and go on to Singapore July
8-9 where they will join the
European team and draft a re-
port statement.
The group will be divided in-
to two or three sections lily
10. One will go directly holm
by way of Japan for New York
where a press conference I
be held: the second will
Japan for a meeting in Bins'
shims where another presenta-
tion of the report will be made.
Starts Sat. June 26
One Big Week
manuanor
Prdited HWY UCCIBSON Dirttled try WIWIINWIINEY yD8v1DMk1M [P2itive"
PLUS SECOND HIT!
How Memphis' ante
Shelby County's
new low electric
rates compare
with other cities
RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL POWER-MONTHLY BILLING
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE  5.00
West Memphis, Arkansas  7.53
Southaven, Mississippi  7.64
Little Rock, Arkansas
Jackson, Mississippi .7.54
St. Louis, Missouri   7.25
New Orleans, Louisiana   7:17
Atlanta, Georgia   6.10
Birmingham, Alabama .   5.51
Dallas, Texas  . 7.67
Louisville, Kentucky .   6.20
Chicago, Illinois ...   7.56
6.90
9.78
9,58.
11.70
9.48
10 37
12.51
8.60
8.73
10.51
8.95
10.04
7.90
13.53
12.33
14.57
12.23
14.25
16.59
11.40
11.73
15,02
13.05
13.72
Average Bills for Cities of 2500 Population or More
250 KWH
8.90
17.28
• 15.08
17.45
14.98
18.62
20.68
14.20
14.73
19.58
18.05
18.25
Memphis rates effective January 1, 1065. All other rates from Federal
Power Commission "Typical Electric Bills - 1961" representing rates
\\....in effect January 1, 1964.
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COMMENCEMENT AT FISK — Fisk Uni-
versity in Nashville held its 91st commence-
ment exercises recently, and among the
principal participants were these four. From
left are Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Fisk presi-
dent; Dr. Marvin Wachman, president of
Lincoln University, Pa., who was the speak-
er; Mrs. E‘erne Allen Saxton, Nashville,
and Milton 0. Haynes, Barbados, British
West Indies, both Summa Cum Laude grad-
mites. Some 286 students received bache-
lors and masters degrees during the service.
70 Teenagers Attend
Humanities Seminar
LeMoyne college is conduct-
ing its second summer human-
ities seminar for talented high
school juniors and seniors with
graduate students from some of
the nation's outstanding uni-
versities serving as instructors.
There are about 70 teenagers
in the seminar which is being
coordinated by John W. Whit- ,
taker, chairman of the human-
ities division at LeMoyne.
The seminar is designed for
the cultural enrichment of
academically talented students
who have mastered the basic
skills.
PRE-COLLEGE COURSES
Several of the graduate stu-
dents also are teaching pre-
treshman courses for high
loot graduates planning to
enter LeMoyne in the fall. The
orientation program is coordi-
nated by John Paynter, a mem-
ber of the LeMoyne facutly.
About 525 students are enroll-
ed at LeMoyne in its various
programs, according to Mrs.
Margaret B. McWilliams, the
summer school director.
Other than the 70 attending
the seminar, 87 are in the pre-
freshman program, 40 in a na-
tional science institute for high
school students, 251 in the reg-
ular college sections, and 40 in
special swimming classes.
Twenty-three in -service
teachers were enrolled in an
11-day audio-visual workshop
which has been completed.
SEMINAR TEACHERS
Dr. W. W. Gibson Sr. is co-
ordinating the science program
and Mrs. Charlie P. Roland di-
rected the audio-visual work-
' 
...caching in the seminar are:
ROGER WERTHEIMER of
Buffalo, N.Y., a philosophy ma-
jor and Ph. D. canditlate at
Harvard university.
JUDD LEWIS KAHN of Ber-
keley, Calif., Phi Beta Kappa.
Woodrow Wilson Fellow, Amer-
ican History major, Ph.D. can-
didate at University of Califor-
nia in Berkeley.
WILLIAM HARRISON WELL-
FORD of New Haven, Conn.,
Woodrow Wilson Fellow, Mar-
shall Scholar, Danforth Fellow,
Phi Beta Kappa, history major,
A.B. and M.A. degrees from
Cambridge university, present-
ly a graduate student at Yale.
MRS. SUSANNE LANE
WELLFORD of New Haven,
Conn., English literature ma-
jor, Woodrow Wilson Fellow,
M. A. from Vanderbilt, part-
time instructor at New Haven
College.
Opt F. DUNCAN ASWELL,
Former Memphian
Visits TSD Office
During Trip Here
A visitor to the office of the
Tri - State DEFENDER last
Thursday was former Memphi-
an L. V. Harris, whose resi-
dence was at 860 Annie st.,
before moving his family to
Sacramento, Calif.
Mr. Harris, his wife, and
three daughters spent six days
of a three-week vacation in
Memphis on a tour which in-
/hided Denver, Chicago and
r`-troit.
eke was transferred to Mc-
Clellan AFB, Calif., after the
Mallory Air Force base shut
down here.
Mr. Harris said he planned
to take movies showing the
growth of the city of Memphis
and which he planned to carry
back to California and show
others from the Memphis area,
but a thief broke Into his car
in Chicago and made off with
his movie camera, film, a por-
table record player and a
stack of records.
He said a tape recorder was
saved, and he was able to tape
a sermon delivered at Pente-
costal Temple Church of God
In Christ, and that would be
played in California.
The liarrises and three of
five daughters were on
lin trip.
Ph.D. from University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, instructor
in English literature at Colum-
bia University and assistant
professor of English literature
at Wellesley college.
MRS. COPPELIA KAHN
'English major, Ph.D. candidate
at University of California at
Berkeley.
MISS LORINDA YEISLEY,
Grinnell College (Iowa) senior
majoring in American studies.
ALFRED ARKLEY, a mas-
ter's in public law and govern
ment from Columbia Univer-
sity •
MISS BARBARA PLAGER,
Grinnell college senior major-
ing in history.
GIFT FRON ALUMNI — T. R. McLemore,
left, presents ELM check from LeMoyne's
General Alumni Association to the president
of the college, Dr. Hollis F. Price. Gift rep-
resents money raised by the alumni through
a $1-a-Month Plan launched by the late Dr.
W. 0. Speight, Sr. (Hooks Bros. Photo)
SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
LATE MODEL ONE-OWNER CADILLACS
More and more people consider a
well cared for pre-owned Cadillac
superior to most new cars that
offer less in comfort, luxury, per-
formance and pride of ownership.
Our selection of used Cadillacs is
large and attractive—and our price
range is wide enough to make any
family a Cadillac family.
AUTHORIZED DEALER
,e(C\C•Clo
II
SOUTHERN MOTORS. INC.
• (415 cars hi stock to chooser front)
Fartorq•apprnped warraalu available ONLY front your Cadtllac dealer.
341 Union 145.11 I it 'tOO p Ui. 527.81010
Like nothing else you ever ta
(except champagne!)
•;
ted
CHAMPALE is America's Original Sparkling Malt Liquor. ftantpaleGives a champagne glow to any occasion...yet costs lust w. 
SPARKLING
pennies more Plan beer. Suy_il_wherever beer is sold. '
Fitit.m,..e• *oft, Orcniat *fp CIUMPOttaalmb IllotA41.•040.41, itiMetel 111”..ery el N.J. Trento. es
%.00V0011
Speight Plan Nets
$1,200 For LeMoyne
GIFT FROM ALUMNI
The $1a-Month Plan adopted
by LeMoyne's national alumni
association over a year ago is
Just what the doctor ordered.
In this case, the doctor is the
late W. 0. Speight Sr., long-
time Memphis physician and
former member of LeMoyne's
board of trustees.
Shortly before his death, Dr.
Speight insisted that each alum-
nus of LeMoyne give the col-
lege at least $1 a month.
"Think of what this would
mean to the alumni and the
college if every graduate and
former student gave LeMoyne
just one dollar a month," he
would say whenever he corner-
ed LeMoynites.
In May of 1964, at the annual
meeting of LeMoyne's General
Alumni Association, the Speight
Plan was •adopted. It was
agreed that the first $3 paid by
an alumnus be deposited for his
national alumni dues and that
any amount over the $3 to go
to the college as a gift.
MOUNTS UP
Nearly 200 alumni partici-
pated in the plan. Not all of
them gave the $12. Some gave
$9, other $6 and still others
only $3. But, by the end of May
of this year there was enough
in the fund to provide LeMoyne
with a little more than $1,200.
The project will be contin-
ued this academic year and
alumni officers and strong sup-
porters are predicting that the
check to the college next May
will be for $2,000 or more.
T. R. McLemore, veteran
alumnus of the college, told
alumni recently: "Just think
what it would mean to Le-
Moyne if 1,000 LeMoynites
would give $1 a month to the
college."
Total cash gifts given Le-
Moyne by the alumni at the an-
nual meeting and reunion last
month amounted to about $2,-
500. This included $500 from the
LeMoyne Club of Memphis and
around $800 from reunion class-
es and other LeMoyne clubs.
Tito Returns
Moscow — (UPI) —Yugo-
slav President Tito returned to
the scenes of past battles with
a visit to the Western Siberian
city of Sverdlovsk.
Tito, here on a 12-day official
visit to the Soviet Union, had
been in the Sverdlovsk area
once before — during world
war one when, as an Austro-
Hungarian soldier, he was cap-
tured by tsarist troops.
ARTISTS
° CRUISING
Se MODELS CLUB
PRE-HOLIDAY
[159 4r-illei -
ON THE CARISSEAN*
'lc CLUB st' •
PARADISE
64 E. EO A-
A '9TP1 tt i
SPECTACUL, Re
ITTE=CIAZERS
i
lFt.L.0 -51-110
R —
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Ole, PARA1)(5E BAND
TAciv.PL5C ------ D0002.00
I For Reservation call 527-3810(
'NAACP Asks Gov. Scranton
To Check Pa. Rights Group
CHESTER, Pa. — The NA-
ACP has called on Pennsylvania
Gov. William Scranton to in-
vestigate ttie operations of the
Philadelittra office of the Hum-
an Relations Commission.
In a letter to Gov. Scranton
Frederick...Douglas, president,
Chester NAAPP Branch, charg-
ed that a complaint which the
NAACP lodged with the Com-
mission had received nu ac-
tion.
The NAACP further charged
that the commission had fail-
ed to eliminate segregation in
the Allied Chemical plant in
Marcus Hood and "has done
nothing about industries that
administer tests and never re-
port the resukts so that their
rejection of Negroes cannot be
checked."
The governor was requested
to look into the specific com-
plaint regarding the promotion
of a Negro at Allied Chemical
and further to investigate the
laxness of the Commission it-
self.
ORGAN MUSIC
Make your special program more meaningful.
Arrange for beautiful
Hammond Organ Music
Call 682-1653 - Mr. Pfund .
HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS
482 S. Perkins Ext.
Memphis, Tenn.
We're
one of the
biggest families
in
There are more than 2,000 Memphians on our
$10,760,000 payroll. And they spend most of it
right here in Memphis. Of course, we spend it here,
too. This year, we're investing $10,922,000 in
added facilities.
Who are we?
Your telephone company. And
mighty proud to be contribu-
ting Memphians.
Southern Bell
...Serving You in Memphis
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Brownsville Musical Things To Swing At Annual
Brings Church $2,000 Newport Jazz Festival July 1-4
BROWNSVILLE — The mu-
sk department of First Bap-
tist Church Brownsville gave
one of the most outstanding
programs in the history of the
church recently, and all five
of the choirs, dressed in their
robes, presented an unusual
and beautiful scriptural medi-
tation with musical interludes.'
The choirs were arranged in
a circle around the altar, with
the pastor in the background
and above, all of them giving
meditations.
The meditations were follow-
ed by recitals by Miss Mary
Rose Rodgers, with her beauti-
ful soprano voice, and Dr. J.
P. Bodnax, of Chicago.
Miss Rodgers made inroads
on the listeners' hearts with
her interpretations of "Ave
Maria," "Pace, Pace," "Ride
on King Jesus," and "I Want
Jesus to Walk with Me."
For her encore, she dedicat-
ed "Ain't Got Time to Die,"
to her accompanist, Mrs. Jen-
nie Brodnax Vance,
MORE SELECTIONS
In the second half, Dr. Brod-
nax, son of Mrs. Vance, sang
"Blind Plowman;" "You Nev-
er Walk Alone," "Were You
There?" and "Freedom Song."
For his encore he did "Rock
of Ages."
After the intermission, the
Brodnaxes, junior and senior,
sang "flow Great Thou Art"
accompanied by Miss Seena
Louise Brodnax.
Report of contestants brought
victory to Mrs. Vance, who
was crowned "queen," with
Mrs. Riley Jackson as runner-
up. Miss Joyce Wilder took the
honor of "junior queen," and
was crowned by Mrs. J. II.
Mathis of Humboldt.
The program was concluded
with Miss Rogers and Dr.
flax singing together "The Lord
Is My Light" and "I Talked
with God Last Night."
Overwhelming applause was
given the two artists for their
excellent performances. The
project netted more than
$2,000.
Rev. E. L. Currie is pastor
of the chords, and Rev. W. S.
Vance, pastor emeritus.
.t THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE
4.
lee Leo King
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes
MACK gr
INOWN
You'll rear Stacy-Adams Shoes or
pars— knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
hand-craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers . assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.
ULE -13.1
Kr BEASLEY • JONES I RAGLAND
99 South Main . •
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
By ROBERT F. FLYNN
NEWPORT, R. 1. — (UPI) —
A field used to dry fish nets
will be the site of one of jazz-
dom's biggest bashes July 1-4,
the 12th Annual Newport Jazz
Festival.
But the jazz enthusiasts
probably won't mind if the
scene smells slightly of fish or
of smoke front the nearby city
dump.
The Duke will be there. And
so will Count Basic and The-
lonious Monk and (shades of
sentimental swing) Frank Si-
natra, the little guy of the big.
band era.
A few pieces of snow fencing
and wooden stakes now mark
the field where thousands will
crowd before the bandstand in
ectasy to hear some of the
world's top jazz performers.
The 35-acre field, situated
about a mile north of New-
port's downtown section, har-
bored traveling circuses in the
past and most recently was a
place for drying fish nets. It has
been dubbed "Festival Field."
"We've got to get all these
dead fish picked up," said Gor-
have police patrols. Gov. John
H. Chafee has stated the ban
field. About a half mile away is
the city dump. City manager
Fred E. Weisbrod says, how-
ever, that he'll attempt to pre-
vent any dump fires.
Odor or not, producer George
T. Wein says the festival will
be well-attended, swinging time.
The appearance of Sinatra for
the final night already guaran-
tees a capacity crowd for that
night in the 12,000-seat field.
Web n says advanct sales for
the other performances also
have been going well.
Sunset is normally a beauti-
ful time of the day In this
fashionable shoreline city. But
during the festival, some au-
thorities fear sundown might
become a time for a showdown.
Upwards of 45,000 college
guys and gals are expected to
flock into the city for the music
event, but Newport, Middle-
town and nearby communities
have declared their traditional
"pad" out-of-bounds at night.
All the beaches, as well as
other public places, will be
cleared at sundown.
MILES DAVIS
don J. Sweeney of Newport, the
festival's manager. "It really
kills you when the wind isn't
blowing."
The festival stage will be set
up at the southern end of the
The Rhode Island Junior
Chamber of Commerce says it
fears a repeat of the 1960 riot
when police and teenagers bat-
tled in the streets if the beaches
, aren't kept open for the after
;hours meeting place. The cham
Aier has requested the communl
' ties involved to review their
stands and perhaps draft some
kind of_ compromise proposal
under which the beaches would
\on beach sleeping is a localmatter in which he cannot be.
come involved.
In addition to Sinatra, t h e
sound-makers include Count
Basie, Dave Bruebeck, Miles
Davis, Duke Ellington, Dizzy
Gillespie, Stan Getz, Carmen
McRae, Joe Williams, the
Modern Jazz Quartet, Thelon-
lous Monk, John Coltrane, Her-
bie Mann, Buddy Rich, Louis
Bellson . . . and more, more,
more.
The annual affair opens
July 1 with a program featur-
ing folk artists Pete Seeger,
Wein, still hoping for a re
versal of the ban, put it this
way: "I don't want people run-
ning around town all night . . .
and I don't want the police busy
all night chasing them either."
Many Newporters feel the
beaches are the best places to
supervise the jazz-loving visitor.
As one restaurant owner said
recently, "now we're just shift-
ing the problem to the city
streets."
,1 While there's the chance that
I some tempers could get hot,
there's the certainty the music
will stay cool.
Revival In Progress
At Johnson CME This W
ngelist for the,
w'eek is Rev. R. C. George, pas-
tor of Pillow St. CME church.
Rev. W. L. Bates is pastor
of Johnson CME church.
Fashions to be
A Hat and Wig Fashion Tea
will be given at the Mt. Gil-
liam Baptist church at 1029
Raymond st., on Sunday, June
28, from 4 to 6 p.m., and the
public is invited.
Presenting the wig fashions
will be Mrs. Frances Wright,
while hats designed by Mrs.
,Susie Bryant, Mrs. Lorena Lip.
ford and Mrs. Collie Cole will
be displayed.
The narrator for the show
will be Miss Louette Glover,
a member of the LeMoyne col-
lege faculty.
Rev. E. Bates is pastor of
the church.
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BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUITI 876
527-5508
A revival is in progress this
week at the Johnson CME in
church at 3759 Mart rd., and •Negro
will continue through Friday
night, June 2
Serving as e
eek
History
JUNE 22, 1937 — oJe Louis
defeated Jimmy Braddock in
the eighth round of a fight at
Comiskey Park in Chicago to
win the world's heavyweight
championship.
JUNE 23, 1831 — Nat Tur-
ner led the famous slave insur-
rection in Virginia.
JUNE 24, 1844 — M. Har-
riett Bailey, mother of poet
Paul Laurence Dunbar, was
born near Shelbyville, Ky.
JUNE 25, 1734 — Phyllis
Wheatley, famous Negro met,
was brought to the u.3. from
Afro.a is a slave at see
of seven.
JUNE 26, 1919 — Sol Butler,
noted athlete, broke t h e
world's high jump record in
France.
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3, CART HOME SAVINGS!
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORC
0 BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
t
Place Your Order Now
. For Individuals And Groups
' CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave.
Minnphis, T
"YOU, Company Mokos Whit YON Ask For And
Cr..,.. What You Think Of"
JA 7-9320
CARMEN 111cRAE
Muddy Waters, Memphis Slim
and Willie Dixon. They will be
joined by jazz luminaries Joe
Williams, Dizzy Gillespie and
the Modern Jazz Quartet in
demonstrating how the blues
cot bluer and cooler down
through the years.,
GOVERNMENT WORKER HONORED —
Leander Falls, rlitht, of 1924 Hays rd., of-
fice clerk at the Memphis National ceme-
tery, was presented a certificate for but'
standing performance of duties as a gov-
ernment worker for the past 18 years, and
handing him the certificate and a check
for $150 is Louis B. Ilellmeyer, superin-
tendent of the cemetery, while Rev. J. A.
McDaniel, pastor of the church looks otir
The presentation was made at Bethel Unit-
ed Presbyterian Church. — Withers Photo
Travelers Go For
When vacationers hit the
highway, they burn hamburger:
the way their cars burn gas.
On the road, 72 per cent o,
travelers order hamburgers
when they stop for food, re-
veals a survey by the big na-
tionwide chain of McDonald':
self-service hamburger restau
rants.
Individual hamburger con
sumption triples during autt
trips.
Hamburgers
Convenience, speed, familiar-
ity and the fact that most
Americans like hamburgers
anyhow emerged in the survey
as the main factors in the typi-
cal tourist's single-minded food
preference.
Even when travelers :akc
their refueling breaks at fan-
-2ier restaurants with a vast ar-
ray of menu items, they're more
:ikely to order hamburgers
han anything, the survey dis-
closes.
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WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 N St., N.5. 65 Whitehall It., LW.
Washington 2, D.C. Atlanta 3, Allergia
SAVE
YOUR
T.V. BINGO
CARDS
Grand Prize Drawing to be held
August 23rd WHBQ T.V., Channel 13
1/4 MILLION
QUALITY STAMPS
To be given away.
To be eligible:
After each week's Bingo,
turn in old cards with name
and address on back to Big Star.
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Young People's
Day To Be Held
At Ward Chapel
Ward Chapel AME church at
•1125 S. Parkway east will cele-
brate annual Young People's
Day on Sunday, June 27, and
the youth messabe during the
morning service will be given
by the pastor, Rev. R. L. Mc-
Rae.
A special service will be pre-
sented at 3 p.m. by Rev. R
J. Anthony and members of
the General Assembly.
Three churches, including
Avery Chapel, Ward Chapel
and Bethel AME, will be pres-
ent for the 8 p.m. sermon fea-
turing Rev. J. L. Gleese, pas-
tor of Bethel.
The young people's goal for
the day will be $1,000. Dinner
will be served in the church
dining hall following the morn-
ing service.
Miss Ida Strong is Young
People's Day chairman.
•
Summer
Classes
Open
LIVELY
ARTS
academy
of dance
1578 Alcy
(Alcy Village Center)
Call Johnetta Thomas
323-9308
b•tween 3:00 —5.00 P.A.
SENIOR CITIZENS' OUTING — Members of the Joseph A. Fowler Homes
Senior Citizens Club chartered a Memphis Transit bus recently to carry mem-
bers on an outing to the Overton Park Zoo. Here the senior citizens are seen
with Mrs. Willie Dean Jackson, at extreme left, manager, and member of the
Committee on Activities, who were on the trip. The group includes Mrs. Lu-
bertha Garrett, Gene Garrett, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ilall, Joshua Johnson,
Lee M(Daniel, Roosevelt Morris, Mrs. Neely Jones, Mrs. Minnie Owens, Mrs.
McNairy To Give
Talk On Science
High school students attending
the national science institute at
LeMoyne this summer will hear
a graduate of the college at 1
P.M. this Friday, June 25.
Speaker will be Dr. Sidney A.
McNairy, Jr., a bio-chemistry
instructor at Southern Universi-
ty in Baton Rouge, La.
Dr. W. W. Gibson, Sr., coor-
dinator of the institute, said the
public is invited.
NEW RAMBLERS
1797
PULL PRICE
DOWN DELIVERS
Notes As LOW As
$10.915 Wk. W ith
Our Plan
INCLUDES: Weal horrYtt
heating system: directional
signals; seat belts, 24.000
nilles.,24 rum warranty;
air cleaner; alternator; oil
filter; double-action, self-
adjusting brakes; foam
rubber front seat cushion.
ceramic armored exhaust
system, freight; plus
many others.
Iesawslea~weiessesteeseweetresee
Station Wagons
'64 Rambler ..$1895
'63 Rambler ..51395
'62 Rambler ..S1195
'61 Rambler  S895
'60 Rambler  S695
'60 Chevrolet  $695
'59 Chevrolet  5645
'59 Chevrolet —5595
'51 Ford  $195
'58 Rambler -.5195
'56 Rumbler  $195
LOT I
101 Rambler
62 Pontiac. 2-dr 
63 Rambler  
'61 Buick
'62 Rambler
'61 Ford  
 $1395
51195
$1095
$995
$895
$695
'42 Chev., 4-dr.
'42 Choy., 2-dr.
'61 Rambler
'59 Cadillac
'63 Volkswagen
'60 Falcon
'61 Dodge
'41 Plymouth
'61 Chevrolet
—5995 
• $895
 $695
 $1195 
▪ $1195
 $595
$695
$595
$796
'59
'58
'60
'59
'60
'59
'53
'SS
'55
'56
'58
'57
56
LOT 2
Full 1.4thly.
Price, Pymts.
Chev. ...5345 522
Ramb. ...5295 $20
Sfude. ...S395 $25
Ramb. ...5395
Rmb. 4-dr. S395
Plym. ....S345
Ford ....5163
Sfude. —5195
Piym. - • ..$195
Rom. Wg. $295
Dodge ...S295
Pont. ....S295
Pont. ....S245
$25
$25
$22
$10
$15
$15
$20
$20
$20
$16
No Cash Needed
2 LOTS
TO CHOOSE FROM
GOOD CREDIT. IAD
CREDIT, NO CREDIT.
WE CAN ARRANGE
TERMS FOR YOU.
WEEKLY PAYMENTS AS
LOW AS $I
LOWER PRICED
CARS
SECURITY
RAMBLER
695 Union JA 5-6393
(New)
675 Union JA 5-6397
(Used)
•
• •••• .L .111. .1.
Caldonia Pryor, Mrs. Iola Perkins, Mrs. Ada Shackleford, Mrs. II annah
Reed, Mrs. Virger Tell, Mrs. Sarah Thomas, Mrs. Rosie Moore, Will Williams,
George Jones, Joe Williams, Mrs. lver Lee ones And Mr. and Mrs. George Lo.
gan. Committee members on the trip were Mrs. Ella Mae Stewart, Mrs. Leona
Jackson, Mrs. Ruthie Williams and Mrs. Cleo Gillman. The trip was sponsored
by the Fowler Homes Tenant association. The club meets on the second and
fourth Thursday of each month. (Withers Photo)
NEW MEDICAL DOCTOR — Thomas E.
Motley, Jr., of iVhiteville, Tenn., received
his medical degree from Howard University
School of Medicine in Washington, D. C.,
during the school's recent commencement
exercises, and here he is seen with (from
left), Mrs. Thomas F. Motle y, Sr., his
mother; his wife, Mrs. Thomas E. Motley,
Jr., his father, Mr. Motley, a funeral direc-
tor; and Mrs. Lois Shockley, of Dayton,
Ohio. Dr. Motley plans to practice in Mem-
phis. (Withers Photo)
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It was London 1769, the night
Alexander Gordon introduced his
new discovery to the boys.
Get More
'Power' In
Ga. House
ATLANTA (UPI) — Georgia
voters elected 17 Republicans
and sent the most Negroes to
the legislature in this century
in a special House reapportion-
ment election.,
Eight Negroes won seats in
the House and became the first
of their race to be elected to
the lower chamber since 1907
and the most since 33 served in
the 1868 Reconstruction session.
Three of those elected had been
active in civil rights move-
ments.
The results leaves Georgia,
a deep south state, with 10 Ne-
groes in the legislature--eight
in the House and two in the
Senate.
For the Republicans, it was
the first test of GOP strength
since Georgia favored Barry
Goldwater over President John-
son by 90,000 votes last fall, and
GOP spokesmen were jubilant.
"This is a clear indication
that the Republican Party is
strengthening and developing,
although we still have a lot of
hard work ahead of us," said
GOP state chairman Paul
Jones of Macon.
"But we have made signifi-
cant advances."
Until yesterday, the GOP
held only seven seats in the
lower house.
Thus, the GOP ends up with
22 seats, a little over 10 per
cent of the total House mem-
bership of 250. Democrats hold
the remaining 183.
Republicans -already hold
nine seats in the 54-member
state senate which was reap-
portioned in 1962.
The GOP made gains in Ful-
ton (Atlanta), Richmond (Au-
gusta), Muscogee (Columbus),
and Dekalb and Rockdale coun-
ties (part of the metropolitian
Atlanta area) and almost swept
Bibb (Macon).
The election was the third
test of newly-wakened GOP
strength in the South in recent
weeks.
On Tuesday, voters in South
Carolina elected their first Re.
publican to Congress when
they favored Albert Watson
over a Democrat in a special
election. Watson had quit the
Democratic Party and resigned
his second district congressional
seat because his seniority was
stripped for supporting Gold-
water.
Last week, voters in Missis-
sippi elected a number of Re-
publicans to municipal offices.
The election of the Negroes
came as no surprise. Even be-
fore yesterday's election, Ne-
groes had clinched seven seats
as the results of primaries that
left Negro Democrats pitted
against Negro Republicans.
MANN.
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Texas Southern, Tuskeegee
Institute, Florida A and M,
51orehouse, Fisk, Millard and
Howard ale amon •! the 17
schools which have joined hands
in another one of the dashing R.
Sal gent Lisriver's campaigns
against povarty and poor educa-
tion to "hal, Americ.s.s great-
est waste."
Th:a time the project is call-
ed "Upward Bound," a color-
ful wey to describe an effort to
take youngsters from "disad-
vantaged settings" motivate
them academically that they
irry pass college entrance ex-
aminations.
Same 2,370 youngsters will be
Involved this summer (for an
oricstation period); they will
continue at designated colleges
at a nowcompetitive basis for
thr fellowIng year. If success-
ful, these youngsters will be
equipped to pass college en.
trance exams, and qualify for
college an,; university scholar-
ships by 1966.
The youngsters' backgrounds
will vary: impove,ished Indi-
ans to culturally lagging Ne-
grew.; emphasis will be placed
on the rural youngsters, but hip
kids from New York will not
be excluded.
According to Shriver, director
of the Poverty Corps, "Upward
Bound" seeks to develop new
testing methods and new teach.
ilig materials to awaken a
youti's desire to learn,
According to the spokesman,
there is only one Indian youth
Corege is located) attending
in the county (in which Ripon
college. By 0E0 standaids. 70
per cent of the county qualifies
as poverty-stricken.
At first blush, this program
so giaphicsIls- called "Upward
Bound" strikes at the heart just
as nu ch as "headstart."
One of the community action
programs under the direction of
Deputy Director Ted Berry, the
ex-councilman from Cincinnati
it is to be hoped the program
can remain free of municipal
politics which has taken its toll
on this young agency already.
Last Witness Testifies In
School Segregation Case
CINCINNATI — (UPI) — At-
torneys for a group of Negro
parents finished their case in
a federal court suit charging
the Cincinnati Board of Educa-
tion with practicing segregation.
Last witness for the parents
was Dr. Lee Rainwater, pro-
fessor of sociology and anthro-
pology at Washington Universi-
ty of St. Louis. He testified
that Cincinnati schools were
"very strongly" imbalanced as
to races.
Dr. Rainwater defined racial
Imbalance as a condition
where the proportion of races
In the school differs consider-
ably from the proportion of
races in the population. Ite said
'when such a difference is great.
'Cr than 50 per cent, steps
should he taken to correct it.
Re said the racial imbalance
had harmful effects upon Ne-
gro children.
"It affects their personal
Identity and self-concept," he
said. "They have lower motiva-
tion and they develop few skills
for operating successfully in a
predominantly white world."
After attorneys for the plain-
tiffs rested their case, board
Atty. C. R. Helmet asked Judge
John W. Peck to rule in favor
of the board, saying the plain-
tiffs had failed to prove the
board guilty of forced ssgrega-
lion. The judge reserved his
decision.
Rust's Summer Program
Aided By Michigan State
Fourteen professors and 30
graduate students from Michi-
gan State University began ar-
riving on the campus of Rust
College in Holly Springs, Miss.,
June 19, to assist the college
with a Summer Study Skill Pro-
gram for college-bound high
school graduates, and a Com-
munity Recreational Cultural
Prop am.
The two programs are to be
in progress June 21-August 16.
The professors and graduate
students from MSU are volun-
teers from. the Student Educa-
tional Program. Most of the pro-
fessors are from the Education-
al Research Department at
MSU.
The programs, at Rust Col-
lege, have two objectives: to
hslp those students with edu-
cational deprivation to overcome
handicaps; and to provide op-
portunities for educational re-
search.
75 STUDENTS
THE SUMMER STUDY
SKILL PROGRAM is being di-
rected by Dr. John S. Duley,
professor of religion at MSU.
Approximately 75 students from
Mississippi and western Ten-
nesse will participate in the
program.
The program will involve an
intensified efferot to enable stu-
dents at the twelfth grade level
to get a thorough background in
basic tool subjects and to learn
to manipulate skills in under-
standing and transferring fun-
damental concepts of these ba-
sic tool subjects.
The subject matter includes
mathematics, social science,
communication, natural science,
creative arts, and recreation.
THE COMMUNITY RECRE-
ATIONAL PROGRAM is to in-
velve about 250 grade school
students from Holly Springs and
Marshall County. It is being
directed by Dr. Frank Beemon,
director of intramural athlet-
ics, Michigan State University.
Church Sponsoring
Trip To Detroit
Greater Middle Baptist
church is sponsoring a round-
trip bus excursion to Detroit,
Mich., for a service at the
Greater Mt. Mortah Baptist
church on Sunday, July 11, and
the fare will be $30.
Rev. B. L. Hooks is pastor
of the church, and persons in-
terested in going may phone
H. R. Allen, the manager, at
526-4317 for reservations.
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LBJ Could Stop It
(From the Afro American)
Now that the voting rights businessmen, farmers,
bill is out of the way, Sen Ev-
erett Dirksen, the syrupy-voiced
Republican leader from Illinois,
is renewing behind-the-scenes
pressure for passage of his pro-
posal to nullify the Supreme
Court's "one man, one vote"
decrees.
Sen. Dirksen, fully aware that
Republican strength is in the
rural areas, wants to give states
the right to use geography or
"other factors" in apportioning
the makeup of at least one leg-
islative chamber.
Reduced to its simplest form,
Ev wants the sparsely populat-
ed farm areas to retain their
lopsided control over state leg-
islatures at the expense of
densely populated urban dis-
tricts.
The "other factors" ,in his
proposal means that he would
count trees, cows, chickens,
hogs and dogs in these farm dis-
tricts to offset a lack of people
in order to keep bloated rural
representation in the legisla-
tures.
THE SUPREME COURT in
handing down its "one man, one
vote," formula last June held
that both houses of state legis-
latures must be apportioned ac-
cording to population.
The decision gave the first
hope in 100 years that the
masses of citizens including
the majority of our people—who
live in the cities would have an
equal representation in the leg-
islatures and the national Con-
gress.
Lined up solidly against the
Supreme Court's edict is an ar-
ray of segregationists, small-
town politicians, conservative
Attacks
far-right
reactionaries, small-state Con-
gressmen and Southern Demo-
crats, who envision the "other
factors"lormula as an excellent
smokescreen for continued de-
nial to minority voters of an
equal voice in their government.
This coalitiyof is pulling out
all stops and spending millions
of dollars in their frantic race
to get the Dirksen Amendment
on the law books before the
slower moving federal courts
can get around to enforcing the
"one man, one vote" decree.
Opponents know that if the
courts win the race, cities and
suburbs where seven out of ten
citizens now live, would for the
first time have the upper hand
in the state legislatures.
SUCH URBAN PROBLEMS
as housing, mass transporta-
tion, mental health, highways,
crime prevention, civil rights
and public, works for the first
time would be given sympathe-
tic attention and not brushed
aside by arrogant rural-minded
lawmakers.
So effective has been the all-
out lobbying for the amendment,
an unofficial count list 60 of
the neded 67 Senators as favor-
ing the proposal.
Hard-pressed liberal oppo-
nents of t h e scheme are re-
portedly having difficulty mus-
tering the needed 34 votes to
block its passage.
Capitol observers are agreed
that while it may not be the
Dirksen proposal, prospects of
Congress enacting some kind of
curb on the "one man, one vote"
prir.ciple are reasonably good.
On SNCC
(From the Afro American)
Shrill voices, close to the
edge of hysteria, have recently
been raised in the white press
against the young and militant
Student Non-Violent Coordina-
ing Committee. Leading the
braying pack have been two col-
umnists, Rowland Evans a n d
Robert Novak, w h o, blessed
with that peculiar insight that
automatically descends on a
white reporter when he writes
of colored America, have decid-
ed SNCC is bad for the civil
rights movement.
They indicate t h e "image"
of t h e movement suffers be-
cause of the blue-jeans, shaggy
hair an d sometimes far out
ideas of some of the SNCC
members.
With a journalistic wave of
the typewriter from their Olym-
pian heights of dubious objec-
tivity they thunder forth t h e
warning, a modern "Sermon on
the Mount"—naughty, naugh-
ty, naughty, nice colored people
shouldn't fool around with
those beatniks.
That these two partners-in-
prints should have the effront-
ery to decide what is bad for
the civil rights movement, is in-
dicative of the contempt they
must feel for the intelligence of
those in the movement who pre-
sumably are incapable of mak-
ing up their own minds as to
what is good and what is bad
for them.
As race experts in residence
for their syndicate, the team of
E and N has set itself up as the
authority on the nuances of the
civil rights movement, the
fount from which all wisdom
flows.
What the outspoken racists
have attempted to do and fail-
ed — to neutralize SNCC — E
and N have set out to do under
the cover of a phony type of
liberalism and concern for the
good of the movement.
It is our belief that the opin-
ions of the columnists are not
worth the paper they are print-
ed on. The fact that they don't
like SNCC and its tactics is of
monumental unimportance.
The people involved in the
day to day business of obtain-
ing equal rights for all people
are the ones to judge whether
SNCC is helping or harming the
overall task.
SNCC has its faults, but it
also has many Virtues.
It is a young militant organ-
ization that provides a valuable
adjunct to the older groups. Its
clothes may not be Ivy League,
and its ideas won't be found in
a meeting of the DAR, but it is
working in an area where if
America had taken the right
course 100 years ago, it would
have no need to be.
The vicious attacks on SNCC
will continue. Of that, there is
no mistake. However, the or-
ganization will continue to be
a viable and effective force, no
matter how much it upsets such
toilers in the vineyards of jour-
nalism as Mr. E. and Mr. N.
Graduation
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By HAID.Y GOLDEN
Only
In
America
University Of N. Carolina
For the first time in a gen-
eration North Carolina is with-
out leadership.
But, fortunately, in our coun-
try there are also intellectual,
as well as political, checks and
balances.
For example, North Caro-
lina's Speaker- Ban Law. The
last legislature rushed through
a bill on the last day, without
discussion or hearings, barring
from the platforms of state-
supported schools, communists
and fifth-amendment niks.
It was a stupid law that
would prohibit Poland's Am-
bassador, for instance, from
speaking here, or maybe anoth-
er Soviet scientist who has
something important to tell our
medical schools about mental
retardation. (Fifteen years ago
one Russian made a notable con-
tribution in this field).
The law was so stupid that
even South Carolina dismissed
a similar proposal with the
back of its hand. And so North
Carolina, supposedly "the most
progressive" state in the South,
is now the only state in the
union with this nonsense on its
statute books.
But no one had the guts to
start the ball rolling toward re-
peal. Everybody waited for the
Governor to give the signal, a
signal which never came.
Gov. Dan K. Moore was elect-
ed by the 200,000 votes which
the third candidate, Dr. I. Bev-
erly Lake, had delivered to him.
Dr. Lake is our foremost segre-
gationist philosopher. He still
dreams of someday putting the
Negroes in the last row of the
house again, and he came out
publicly and decisively against
any tampering with this Speak-
er-Ban law.
And on top of that, J. Edgar
Hoover sent a letter, which he
authorized to be made public,
supporting the ban. If there
were some high-minded legisla-
tors prepared to vote for re-
peal, the Hoover letter shut
them up tighter than a drum.
But now we come to those
wonderful "c becks and bal-
ances." The Southern Associa-
tion of ,Colleges and Schools has
indicated that the North Caro-
lina Speaker-Ban law fits the
totalitarian state, rather than
a free society, and thus North
Carolina is now threatened with
the loss of the accreditation of
its state university and colleges.
Furthermore, some three
hundred members of the sev-
eral faculties have indicated
that they "would be forced to
find teaching positions else-
where if accreditation is with-
drawn."
But the trouble, as you may
have already suspected, g o e
mach deeper. There is no lead-
ership. That's the real trouble.
No one outside the University
itself seems to have the fain-
test idea what higher educa-
tion is all about today.
They do not know that when
it comes to a university, you
can tear down in one year what
it has taken a generation to
establish. Even if this law is
repealed, t h e University of
North Carolina will have re-
ceived a wound which will take
at least ten years to heal.
It's a sellers market in high-
er education today. The com-
petition is fierce.—Other state
universities had been forging
ahead of North Carolina even
before the enactment of this
law.
A more favorable tax struc-
ture is helping them move
ahead of us, leaving North Car-
olina only one chance for suc-
cessful competition — excel-
lence. But as of this moment
the great University of North
Carolina is in the hands of a
semi-literate politicians.
No Longer News
(From the Journal and Guide)
President Kennedy h a d to
federalize the Alabama Nation-
al Guard to get Vivian Malone
past Gov. George Wallace's
door-blocking act at the Univ-
ersity of Alabama two years
ago.
In sharp contrast, South
Carolina's Gov. Donald Russell
dispatched state troopers to
keep t h e peace when Harvey
Gantt arrived to register at the
School of Architecture at Clem-
son College in 1963.
Once past Gov. Wallace, Miss
Malone reported a h e was ac-
cepted by the majority of her
classmates and those who
didn't wanted to but were
afraid.
Gantt said he watched a
change in attitude among stu-
dents from "cold indifference to
general acceptance.
Both received degrees from
their alma maters last week.
Gantt, now married a n d the
father of an infant daughter,
Was immediately hired by a
Charlotte, N. C., architectural
firm.
Miss Malone, who majored in
business administration, h a
applied with several firms, in-
Jackie
Robinson
Says
For Defense, Justice
They tell a story about a
Negro, riding on a bus, being
called a boy by the white driv-
er, leaping to his feet, snatch-
ing the driver by his collar and
announcing "Look, Mister, you
have made two mistakes. First
place, I'm no boy. Second, I'm
not one of those Martin Luther
King non-violent Negroes."
The NEW YORK TIMES has
discovered that there are an in-
creasing number of Negroes in
the South who would like to be
Martin Luther King non-viol-
ent Negroes, but the white man
just won't let them.
The NEW YORK TIMES
may print all the news that
fits, but it sure is late with this
one. This column has been
warming for many months —
and so have our civil rights
leaders — that Negroes are fed
up with being persecuted,
bombed, burned out, flogged
and murdered while their fed-
eral government insists it is
powerless to help.
The TIMES reveals that
there is a steadily - growing,
"armed, tough-minded league
of Negroes, formed to defend
members of their race white
terrorism" and that this league
_ is named "The Deacons for De-
fense and Justice." The mem-
bers have guns, will travel with
them and use them.
Twice in Louisiana, they
have opened fire on whites who
harrassed Negroes. The F B I
has a wary eye on their infil-
tration of northern Louisiana
from which they have spread
across the Mississippi River to
Mississippi a n d Alabama and
plan to move into every state.
They have a full-time or-
ganizer and vice-president, an
Earnest Thomas of Jonesboro,
Louisiana, who has announced
, that the organization has 50 to
55 chapters. Estimates of mem-
bership run anywhere from
5000 to 15,000.
As I wrote in a recent
column, I saw first hand how
Negroes in Mississippi were
prepared to defend them-
selves, how they became body-
guards for their leaders an d
people who might be made the
object of nighttime wrath of
whites.
We have said it loud and
clear. Negroes are going to
fight back when attacked and
Martin Luther King or no one
else can stop them.
Personally, I think The Dea-
cons have a great idea. Maybe
it will awaken the Justice De-
partment into finding ways tgi,
protect American citizen.l
black.
If it doesn't, the black peo-
ple will damn sure defend
themselves.
ahiside Washington
BY HENRY CA1 MART
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Too Many Committees
(Central Press
Washington Writer
WASHINGTON — There is
some foundation for the belief
that the Federal government
creates committees about as
fast as rabbits create rabbits.
President Johnson has been
trying to do something about
it — committees,, that is; not
rabbits:
Some federal agencies con-
tent themselves with one or
two committees, but others
seem to find committees neces-
sary for everything under the
Sun.
Rep. Edith Green, D-Ore.,
has joined in the President's
fight, particularly as it con-
cerns a particular type of com-
mittee — the advisory commit-
tee. Mrs. Green is interested in
these because they are compos-
ed of non-government person-
nel whose travel and subsis-
tence are paid and who receive
compensation for their services
Mrs. Green found out, for ex-
ample, that the Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare Department
had 266 advisory committees.
The defense Department an d
the Commerce and Larbor De-
partments also have a great
number of these bodies.
The idea behind advisory
committees is to obtain the
views and recommendations of
private enterprise on govern-
ment projects a n d programs.
&It Mrs. Green and others in
government has a hunch they
are used as rubber stamps to
support what the federal agency
planned to do all along.
What really frightens anti-
committee officials is the dis-
tinct possibility that there will
be so many advisers on the pay-
roll part-time that some
agencies will take the next ob-
vious step — create committees
to advise the advisory commit-
tees.
THE COMPUTER AGE —
Electric data processing is fall
catching up with the American'
farmer. Some 20 states have
introduced services to run farm-
ers' plans through computers
to determine the most efficient
and most profitable planting,
feeding and general operating
schedules.
In addition, increasing num-
bers of local banks are offering
similar services, either for a
fee or in connection with mort-
gage loans.
International Business Ma-
chines Corp., t h e outstanding
producer of computers in the
world, estimates that 10,000
farmers already are using mo-
dern data processing methods
to increase operating efficiencti
The University of California
is using a computer to keep
track of 350 crop and livestock
enterprises, a n d to evaluate
about 250,000 items of informa-
tion on farm equipment to de-
determine the best investment
for various kinds and sizes of
farms.
A New England project is
providing accounting and in-
formation services for 711
farmers in that region.
Some dairy farmers in Ari-
zona are using computers to
find out when a particular cow
has become unprofitable a n d
should be dropped from the
herd. Computer services are be6
ing used to spot excessive costs
or wasted land or manpower in
farm operations.
The American farmer al-
ready is the most efficient in
the world. Computer applica-
tions will make him more so in
the years immediately ahead.
eluding the University of Ala-
bama, for a position in indus-
trial relations and personnel.
Both share t h e disappoint-
ment that so few students of
their race have followed their
pioneering footsteps. While
this is understandable, neither
should be too concerned. The
number of applicants are cer-
tain to increase with the pass-
ing of each semester.
They can take pride and mea-
sure t h e magnitude of their
achievement in the fact that
the enrollment of a colored stu-
dent at either school is no long-
er news.
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No Matter How Controversial They Are
King, His Aides Get A Job Done
(Editor's note: Civil rights
• leader Martin Luther Kin e Jr.
is surrounded by a staff of key
advisers, some of whom are
as controversial as the man
who leads them. Several of
Ming's lieutenants and their
roles are discussed in this dis-
patch, third of three about the
integrationist and his views).
ATLANTA — (UPI) — The
nerve center of Dr. Martin Lu-
ther King's racial movement is
a cluttered building on Atlan-
ta's Auburn Ave., a Negro busi-
ness thoroughfare.
Into its telephones come calls
Ifrom the White House, the
'Justice Department and the far
to keep his movement moving.
Some top level King advisers
and their roles:
Andrew Young — executive
director of SCLC, native of New
Orleans, one of the "moder-
ates" in King's organization.
He attended Howard University
and Hartford (Conn.) Theologi-
cal Seminary and pastored
churches in Thomasville, Ga.,
and Marion, Ala. He was asso-
ciate director of youth work for
the National Council of Church-
es before joining SCLC.
Young acknowledges that
most of King's leaders came
into the movement from "paci-
fist groups" but, like King, he
LEO DEWITT
At Andrews of ANDREWS
OLDSMOBILE COMPANY, 961
Union Avenue, Is pleased to an-
nounce the promotion of Leo De-
m.
witt to the position of Sales Re-
* presentative.
A trusted employee, Mr. De-
witt has been with the dealer-
ship for about 20 years, and ts
the oldest employee in point of
service.
He accepts the promotion as a
challenge and Invites his friends
to contact him at 2711-3311.
Married to Mrs. Gladys De-
Witt, a teacher at CapieldHe
silk High School, he is a menr.
her of the Rock at Ages Me-
thodist Church. The couple re-
sides at MU Worthington
de.
ing and singing for hours wait-
ing for his arrival. Travel
schedules are made and brok-
en and plans at times are
changed on the spur of the mo-
ment.
The Rev. Andrew Young,
King's executive director at the
Southern, Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC), explains
that "We have to change plans
with conditions . . . We work
from day to day and some-
times from hour to hour."
King's organization actually
operates on two levels of effici-
ency. Out in the field, often
there is an impression of com-
plete disorganization. spur of
the minute decisions and con-
(usion. But at headquarter, or
at staff meetings off the cam-
DR. KING
flung "front lines" of a racial
revolution that has swept
across South and North in the
past decade.
Those who think this massive
undertaking is the result of
split second organization, fix-
ed- schedules and pre-arranged
planning get a shock when they
take a close look at one of
King's campaigns. Mass meet-
ings sometimes are, kept pray-
•.1
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paign trail, a dedicaten and
veteran group 'moves with King
disavows any subversive impli-
cation in this.
Ralph Abernathy — Native
of Linden, Ala., attended col-
lege at Alabama State and At-
lanta University, was pastor of
churches in Demopolis, Ala.,
and Montgomery. lie serves as
vice president and treasurer of
SCLC and is one of the move-
ment's most gifted speakers.
Abernathy has been in jail
many times for leading demon-
strations. King regards him as
a close personal friend as well
as movement associate.
Randolph Blackwell — Na-
tive of Greensboro, N.C., grad-
uate of Howard University law
school with post-graduate study
at Syracuse University; taught
at Alabama A & M College;
served as field director of the
southern regional council's vo-
ter 'education project before
joining SCLC where he is now
program director.
Blackwell rarely is seen out-
side the SCLC office; operates
from a small office where he
develops much of the "intellect-
ual" policies and long plans of
the organization.
James Bevel — Native of It-
ta Elena, Miss. and attended
American Baptist Theological
Seminary in Nashville, Tenn.
He came into the SCLC via the
Nashville sit-ins where he serv-
ed as vice president and got
additional demonstration train-
ing on the Mississippi freedom
rides.
Bevel, who wears a skull cap
and blue denims as sort of a
trademark, is thought of in
SCLC as "the man in charge of
demonstrations."
Harry Boyte — Native of
North Carolina, worked with
southern regional office of the
American Red Cross and The
American Friends Service
Committee prior to joining
SCLC. He is one of the few
white men in the organization
at top level.
Boyte is in charge of SCLC's
emiiiiiiiimininnintliquatattaitialltilltailiniteatk..iiiiinealiantwintatiaitilainiiiiiiiiIn
ATLANTA — (UPi) — Jack O'Dell, whose name was
Linked with communist activities, was asked in 1963 by Dr.
Martin Luther King to resign from King's staff in New
York.
King denied that O'Dell took part in any policy mak-
ing for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
The Rev. Wyatt Tee Walker, who heads the SCLC staff
in New York, says O'Dell decided to leave "because of the
smear attempts made on him.
"There has never been anything produced to prove that
O'Dell was ever a member of the Communist party,"
Walker says. "He was investigated by a Federal Commit-
tee headed by Southerners and they found nothing."
O'Dell has recently been writing articles for Freedom-
ways Magazine, a New York publication.
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"operation dialogue," an effort
to open lines of communications
between white and Negroes. He
has been beaten and jailed dur-
ing his time with SCLC.
Bayard Rustin — One of the
movement's most controversi-
al leaders; organizer of the
1963 March on Washington.
While not in SCLC, he is a
trusted King adviser on almost
every phase of race issue.
Rustin served in a Georgia
"chain gang" in the 1930s for
trying to get service in an eat- .
lag place that was strictly seg-
regated. He was an early paci-
fist and member of the Young
Communist League. He has
publicly disassociated himself
from Communist groups. He
has been convicted on morals
charges.
Rustin was field director for
the Fellowship of Reconcilia-
tion, a pacifist-oriented group,
and a leader in the A. Phillip
Randolph Institute, an organi-
zation tha promotes Negro
leadership.
Mrs. Dorothy Cotton — Mas-
ter's degree from Boston Uni-
versity; worked in national
training lab at Bethel, Maine,
a human relations workshop,
before joining SCLC as director
of education. An associate de-
scribes her as "the one who
rides herd on teams cf wild
horses" during heated demon-
strations. She often deals with
volatile youth groups.
Miss DOra McDonald —
King's private secretary, native
of Sumpter, C.C., and graduate
of S.C. State College.
In addition to pumerous small
branches, the SCLC maintains
offices in Washington and New
York.
The Rev. Walter Fauntroy,
pastor of the New Bethel Bap-
tist Church in Washington, is
head of the operations there.
Leading roles in New York
are played by two lawyers,
Clarence Jones and Harry
Wachtel. Jones is general coun-
sel of the Gandhi Society For
liuman Rights and serves
King without fee on legal mat-
ters. Wachtel is a Gandhi So-
ciety vice president and is ac-
tive in the National Lawyers
Guild.
Director of the New York
Branch is the Rev. Wyatt Tee
Walker, King's former execu-
tive director in Atlanta, now on
leave. He is vice president for
Educational Heritage Inc., a
Yonkers firm publishing a Ne-
gro library, at a salary of about
$20,000 a year.
Walker also is assistant pas-
tor of Rep. Adam Clayton Pow-
ell's Abyssinian Baptist Church
In Harlem.
Adele Kantor, a white woman
in her early 40a, is one of two
paid workers in the New York
operation. Miss Kantor is in
charge of fund raising and
earns about $5,000 annual sal-
ary.
Ruth Bailey, a Negro, is the
other paid New York worker
($5,000 a year) and is in charge
of the Harlem branch of SCLC.
Miss Bailey often participates
in demonstrations and says she
was known in school as "a
committee of one against in-
justice."
Expect Detroit Rights
Trial To Go To Jury
DETROIT — (U P I) — The
Federal civil rights trial of
Dearborn Mayor Orville H'-
bard and two of his top police
aides was expected to go to
the jury Tuesday.
The two-week old trial revolv-
ed around charges by a Dear-
born citizen that Hubbard, po-
lice chief Garrison Clayton and
public's safety director George
Lewis conspired to deny him
police. protection during a racial
incident at his home on Labor
Day, 1963.
Giuseppe Stanzione, 29,
brought the charges against the
three men after his home was
attacked by about 400 persons
who believed Stanzilne sold the
place to Negroes.
Stanzione said the mob be-
came angry when Negroes ap-
peared at the home to move
furniture into the place for an-
other occupant.
The defense rested its case
Friday after Lewis testified in
his own defense. Lewis said he
could not contact Hubbard dur-
ing the incident, thus denying
the government's charges of
conspiracy against Hubbard.
Hubbard was the only one of
the three accused persons who
failed to testify.
Clayton, who, with Lewis,
was on the scene o: the disturb-
ALL OUT -- SELL OUT
CHEVROLET and FORD OWNERS
DID YOU KNOW
THAT YOU CAN BUY A NEW 1965 OLDSMOBILE FULL SIZE BB - 4-DOOR SEDAN—Equipped
with automatic transmission, heater, white wall tires, power steering —Tinted windshield, De-
luxe steering wheel, W S Washer & Electric Wiper, Foam Padded Seat, Safety Padded Instru-
ment Panel, Fully Carpeted --Plus "Factory" AIR CONDITIONED.
AT ANDREWS OLDSMOBILE, 962 UNION
FOR ONLY
$3295
THIS IS NO GIMMICK! WE MEAN BUSINESS!!
Little Or No Down Payment
Any Terms Your Credit And Ability To Pay Justifies
NOBODY BUT NOBODY UNDERSELLS ANDREWS!!
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ANDREWS OLDSMOBILE
962 UNION AVENUE 276 - 3311
By ED REEVES
COPENHAGEN, Deninaik—
(NP1)—"There are more Mos-
lems in Black Africa than col-
ored people in the United Staes,
and the first convert to Islam
was a colored man named Bit-
lal.
These stealing statistics were
among several given by Teha
mice, had testified he did not
order direct action by his po-
tor Laughlin, Wallace Berry,
Gary Cooper, et aP—dying ot
thirst while bravely protecting
a besieged fort (outpost of civi-
lization) from the horde of blood-
thirsty Arab fuzzy wuzzies.
and oil wells which belonged to
us." Recently, attempts have
been made to equate the gran-
deur of Islam with the friction
arising from factions within
the Black Muslim movement in
Tathel-din, United Arab Repub. the United States.
lie ambassador to Denmark in „We Moslems," continued the
an exclusive interview last ambassador, do not hate any
week. F one—and it is blasphemy to try
'Inc ambassador was attempt- to associate Islam with sordid
murders in dance halls or on
street ccrners."
"Another of the misconcept-
ions kept alive by deliberat
falsehoods," he said, "was the
recurring indictment of human
slavery. Slavery is as old as
the world and is not, was not,
an Arab monoply. No Arab coun-
try tolerates slavery. And I'd
like to remind your readers
that the ships which brought
black Africans to their years of
bondage in the USA wre notof civil and political rights,
ing to dispel rumors concern-
ing alleged friction between
Moslems and Africans (Christ-
ians and other faiths.)
We, in the UAR, are most em-
phatic in our repudiation of all
forms of prejudice based on col-
or, creed or religion. Mosques,
churches, temples and syna-
goues stand side-by-side in ev-
ery Arab country."
When asked whether Mos-
lents are deprived (or slighted)
his answer was, "Absolutely
not! Any qualified citizen re-
ceives just and fair treatment
in the matters of employment,
housing and protection by the
law."
"The facts were," said the
ing to reclaim the real estate
ambassador, "that we were try-
Like many other ethnic groups
just now becoming part of the
world scene, Arabs have long
suffered from being "typed."
Hollywood, for example, has
influenced generations of movie-
goers with an image of all
things Arab based on "Beau
Geste" epics depicting gallant
Foreign Legionaires—shades of
the late Ronald Coleman, Vic-
IN NEW PROGRAM
Dr. John A. Peoples, Jr., vice
president and assistant to the
president of Jackson State
College in Mississippi, was re-
cently named as one of the
first 25 participants in a new
program of the American
lice because the situation did Council on Education to train
not warrant it. college administrators.
Arabian ships."
The U. A. R. has broken dip-
lomatic relationships with the
Republic of South Africa and
Portugal.
"We Arabs have no affiliat-
ions with nations or states who
maintain either apartheid laws
or who continue the rule of col-
loni-lism. We are hoping that
the United States will see fit
to condemn, and to sever her re-
lations with these barbaric re-
gimes," declared the ambassa-
dor.
"Our president, Game! Abdul
Nasser, makes clear the stand
of the UAR along these lines at
every occasion when the mat-
ter is brought to his attention."
"It must be remembered that
our former rulers were not too
concerned over our welfare. Di-
vide-and-rule was part of colon-
ialism and the rumors of con-
flict between Moslem and Christ.
Ian (in this particular instance,
between Arab and Black Christ-
ian (African), is an example
of planned, divisive propagan-
da.
"It will not succeed. Our his-
tory has shown that we believe
in 'practicing what we preach—
beginning at home.' We have
accepted the decision of Allah,
had lie chosen, could have made
all men black, white, red etc. I
extend an invitation to all
Americans to 'come see' the
UAR for themselves."
2nd CAR
FISHERMAN'S SPECIALS
$25
DOWN PAYMENT
1958 CADILLAC
4 Dr. H.T., Air Conditioned
1957 CHRYSLER
4 Door Hardtop, Air Conditioned
1960 PLYMOUTH
Mo. Notes
$3600
  $3300
4 Door, Air Conditioned 
1956 CHRYSLER
1 Door, Air Conditioned
1960 PLYMOUTH
2 Door, Autoril., 6 Cyl.
1957 DODGE
2 Door Hardtop, Stick
1958 FORD
Station Wagon
1957 CHEVROLET
C. I Door 
$3300
S2200
MO"
 $2200
 S1100
S2500
BILL SPEROS
CHRYLER - PLYMOUTH
310 UNION 526-6184
ititT W ES CO "SF
GET INTO
BUSINESS
FOR
YOURSELF.
BUILD A
PROFITABLE ROUTE
THAT WILL PAY YOU
CASH WEEKLY...
SELL THE MID—SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING WEEKLY...
WANTED
20 New Tri-State Defender Carriers
In Walker Homes Subdivision
10 New Tri-State Defender Newsboys
In Lakeview Garden Area
IN A FEW HOURS YOU CAN BUILD A SMALL BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN...
START TODAY 
Fill in order blank below or call Ray A. Wicks
Circulation Mgr. at 526-8397
Your name 
Address  Numbers of papers wanted 
Phone number
Mail the above to the Tri-State Defender, Box 311, 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tenn.
SPANISH DESIGN
.1 ONE OP THE FINEST NAMES IN FURNITURE!
•Exclusiudy DONALD'S In Memphis
CPEN STOCK . . . in beautiful pecan wood heather brown finish
We have 1h;s beautiful furniture in stock, of/
onierey iyggionwpa
SALE PRICED
Up to 3 Yrs. to Pay
.„ 
‘••••44k,u4,%*44'.'
(55
CELLENCIA
0) '6V gientakt4
S2VIZ
For the Hostess.
With-The•Mostess
(with more friends than space)
Square footage at a premium at your house?
You can't possibly live with banquet-size dining
room furniture all week long? We haus what
you need . . . Cellencia by Thomasville, clas-
sically simple, beautifully proportioned for the
smaller room, glowingly lovely in genuine cherry
.wood.
Oval Tibia sail 4 mu-
m side chnirs. 228"
Up to 3 Years To Pay
Italian Provincial
SOFA
Regular $249.00 . . . Now Only
Up to 3 Years to Pay
• • 1.1.
• I.'-.
1:-WO
178'
Beautiful fabrics in many color combina-
tions, foam zippered cushions. Match-
ing chairs available.
SCHOOL TEACHERS
This Offer Good For You With No
Payment until September 15, 1965,
Due to your Summer Vacation.
IF YOU LOVE ITALIAN...
DONALD'S
SPECIAL OFFER
Here's an elegant bedroom grouping . Priced far less Oven you'd imagine.
This it Italian Provincial in superb fast. . . •nough ornarn•ntation to give- t •r1
•in of eiegencc but relying on simple linos anal a natural cherrywood finish ler its
re•I beauty aid charm. Delicate, romantic, gracious . .. with superb warmth in
each cassic piece. Touched with charming antique brass pulls, this is the Italianieleganc• you am • writing .
IS Double, bronser with watching Mirpor (not shown) end beam-
Wm, tall she Penni Bed (as shown( — ONLY
THIS OFFER GOOD ONLY AT
THE CLEVELAND STREET STORE
whterat(„1.,%"-"VtDre___
405 N. CLEVELAND (Just South of Sears Crosstown)
Op.. Monday and Thursday Nights 'tit C P.m.-..-Saturday sit C P.M.
1711°'
Up 's 3 Years to Pay
teedirramitaismiumsseweir.o14042400/1/0/MeeeISSM4lerarewowirerarawriPmem?saireelaaareesaleellilleallillIANIMAtx, .-,acativaitromarammal.
CELLENCIA
zygioniaktA
SAVE 25%
Italian Provincial
Genuine Cherry with beautiful fruitwood finish.
Double Dresser, hi.rror and beautiful chair back bed.
Up to 3 Years to Pay 249SAVE 25% $ 00
FRENCH PROVINCIAL
Authentic Imported
Hand Carved
French Provincial,
Cherry Wood and
Beautiful
Fruit Wood Finish
El TERMS
Bealetqul Brocatelle Covers Choice of Colors Now ia Stock and Oa Sale.
•
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Defender's Nationa News
Are College Aptitude Negroes Prosper
Men and women have come to Reeves, l'SAF, is commander
Alaska for a number of differ- of all the military forces in!
ent reasons. Some came in Alaska. Grant is especiallyi
search of fortune, and, caught
aan\ 
proud of a certificate presented
"
V5PRINCETON, N. J.—(UP1)-1erally higher, as is his abi:ty who uses the word in everyday scratched b
y 
the gold • fever," 
out the precious yel. him retently by the General
Are college-entrance aptitude to perform in the collegiate speech, would have nc °rob 
'
low metal from Alaska's beach- which reads: "In Grateful Ap-
tests culturally biased againstiworld.
Tests Biased To Negro
'terns. es and river beds. preciation for your Services in
the Negro student? ETS determines the fairness Although there is only a thin Some came because the •
That's the question facing ex-
perts at the Educational Tea.-
ing Service (ETS) and the sub-
act of a landmark study of
their Scholastic Aptitude Test.
Last year the test, sponsored
by the College Entrance Ex-
amination Board, helped deter-
mine the scholastic future of
1.6 million students.
The three-hour test is geared
to provide a reliable indication
of the student's ability to do
college work, by testing his per-
formance in basic English and
mathmatics.
Educators say no amount of
cramming can improve the stu-
dent's score on the test, since it
quizzes him on knowledge he
elan accumulating as a tod-
dler.
William Angoff, executive as-
sociate for College Board Pro-
grams at ETS, calls the test a
predictor.
"These tests, at the very
least, are important. It is cru-
cial turning point in a student's
career.
The scores, ranging from 200
to 800 are one factor used by
college administrators to judge
a student's ability ,his high
school record, and to see if he.
could do the work required at
their school.
If the test contains no bias,
then a student's college perfor-
mance should generally follow
the aptitude evidenced by his
score.
Because of their frequently
deprived backgrounds, Negroes
generally score lower on the
tests, Angoff said.
He explained that a student
',•om a home where educational
dvantages were present should
score higher. Exposed to books,
conversation music and culture,
his general knowledge is ex-
panded.
His score on the test is gen-
Powell Threatens
To Back GOP NYC
Mayoral Hopeful
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Rep.
Adam Clayton Powell, D-N. Y.,
who jumped party lines a de-
cade ago, has threatened to
support a Republican in New
York City's mayoralty race un-
less his man is nominated by
the Democrats.
The Harlem Congressman
thus put additional pressure on
the city's Democratic Party
leaders to name Franklin D
Roosevelt Jr. to face COP
Oppeful John V. Lindsay.
of questions by usimt them on line separating these questions
actual testees. Each year, an- from ones that would test ap-
proximately on-,sixlh of the titude, Angoff said he believed
exams contains "trial" (Ws' ETS usually asked what could
ions, truly determine ability.
Although the rest of the test If the test is truly a predic-
s uniform ,at least 20, different tor, then Negro and white stu-
rial question* series are used dents alike should follow the
in the 'exam. The student is not pattern set by their scores dur-
told which questions are ex- ing college.
perimental, but he is not gra-
ded on any of the trial ques- To 
insure this, 1,000 students
tions. at th
ree large colleges are be-
Angoff said certain types of ing 
closely watched during their
questions have been found more fresh
men years.
difficult for the student and Of these students, 200 are
less accurate as an indicator. Negro.
As an example, he used Inc Their grades and gener
al col-
word "sowbelly." If a norther- lege performance will 
be lim-
ner, white student were asked lyzed by an ETS tea
m headed
to choose an accurate definition by T. Anne C
leary, Association
of the word, he would have dif- Research 
psychologist and
finny. Thomas L. Hilton a 
research
But a poor Southern Negro, psychologist.
ANCHORAGE BUSINESS TALK
Rev. Grant talks with Allen A. .Ford in front of the newly
opened Ford Building in Anchorage. Ford, as well as other
Negroes, has prospered greatly in Alaska.
COUPLE AND PARENTS .. . Mr. and Mrs. Philip
a 
Sadler,
IV are shown with their parents following the wedding. Left
to rigid are: Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Whitaker, the bri
de's par-
Like the pioneers of yesteryear, 
mu Moral Program of the Alas-
the challenges of America's last kite Command."
frontier proved irresistible for One o-ganization, the Federal
them. Its mountains, remote- Aviation Agency, is especially
ness and silent vastness beck- indebted to Reverend Grant for ,
oned them on as iron filings his assistance in identifying and
are attracted by a magnet. hiring qualified Negroes to work
Some came because Alaska for the Ag^ncy in Alaska. "Our
offered them the pronsise of a work is highly technical, usual-
new and better life, where ly- requiring some formal train-
there was work to be done cars, ing or specialized experience,"
ing out a new state from the explains Alaskan region direc-
territorial wilderness; where tor James G. Rogers.
pecple cared less about a man's „We're always looking for
race, religion or national origin goovi- people: Reverend Grant
than they did about his ability has worked closely with us and
to do a job. If a man was big he's helped us a lot." Rogers•
aril his deputy, Brigadier Gen-
eral Ralph G. Taylor, Jr..
UEAF, meet frequently with
Reverend Grant Lo talk over
employment employee rela•
Spiritualur,therance of tile
were looking for "elbow room.'
en nigh, there was a place for
him in the 49th state
'n search of all three — for-
tune, adventure and oppor-
tunity — American Ne g roes
toocame to Alaska, 
This is a story about Negroes
Pages
n Alaska
ALASKAN AIRPORT INVOCATION
Rev. Sylvester Grant's religious activities
extend beyond serving his congregation at
the Christian Methodist Episcopal Church.
Here he delivers the invocation at the dedi-
cation of the Anchorage International Air-
port Control Tower whielh replaced the tow-
er des4useil during the earthquahe of
March 1964.
having so many friends in town of a Small Business Administra.
helped us through our darkest
period.
in Alaska, especially one of! People who meet Reverend Of friends, the ('ME Church
them, Rev. Sylester Grand, Grant for the first time some had 
of the First Christian times do a "double take." 
The many, More than $8,000 was
contributed to the church fund
Methodist Episcopal Church of man with the giant repidation
Anchorage — Alaska's largest' isn't a giant at all, lie's short 
by the people of Anchorage, the
military bases, the Council of
city. 1— less than five and a half
. Church,'; and civic and (rater-
Rev. Grant is a churchman
whose activities extend far be-
yond tending to the spiritual
needs of his 600 member Negro
congregation. Ile is a commu-
nity leader; his influence cuts
across every line of business
civic, social and religious en
deavor in Anchorage.
In a city which has grown
like Tops, doubling its populii-
tion ever five ears since thelJiNny Brown, bruisin
g Whack
end o i r H — it's now)
pushing 100,000 — Rev. 'Grantl
has brought' a stability and har-
mony to community life in An
chorage which would be the
the envy of many larger, more
settled cities "outside" — the
term Alaskans use when refer
ring the rest of the 50 states
He's not a "yes man" for
arybody. A champion of Negro
rights and fair employment
practices, ..e can be a tough
bargainer when he "as to be.
But he's also a man of reason
That's why his assistance and
views are a.ways sought by the
white leadership of Anchorage
whenever some threat to bar
monious racial relations comes
along.
He meets regularly with lead
Cr, of government, business
and the labor community; this
includes the commanders of the
large Air Force and Army in-
stallations near Anchorage. He
is as much at home 'a-. Anchor-
age Mayor Elmer E. Rasmu
son's Office as he is in Gen-
eral Reeves',
Lieut. Gen. Raymond J.
ents, the bride and groom, Mrs. Phillip Sadler, HI and Mr.
Sadler, the groom's parents. (Photos by Ted Grant)
tions — or just to have coffee
or lunch together.
feet tall: soaking wet in his
vestments, he wouldn't weigh
149 pounds. Howeve.s every
Sunday morning rt the CME
Church, a transformation takes
place.
When he mounts the pulpit to
deliver his sermon, the short
man with the quiet voice and
deep humility comes on like
lion Loan, $150,000 Was raised
to purchase their new church
building in downtow Anchor-
age.
Rev. and Mrs. Grant, their
three daughters and son, will
leave Anchorage in June for a
new ministry somewhere in Cal-
nit. organizations. With the help 'tonna. As departing pastor,
he'll be leaving a mighty big
pair of shoes for someone to fill.
Negroes of Anchorage will be
sustained by the reservoir of
good will he has helped them
bulk for themselves with all
segments of the Anchorage com-
munity. He is going to be a
tteigh act for somebody to fol-
low.
Georgia Legislature Nears
Top With 10 Negro Solons
ola the Cleveland Browns. In a ATLANTA, (UPI) — Geor- tation from rural to urban by
dramatic display, his gestures gia, a deep south state thatIcourt tribunal that ordered the
and powerful voice drive home likes to picture itself as becom- way of mandate from a federal
God's Message to an enraptling progressive at the polls, has general assembly to reappor-
gathering. He's in complete ended up as the third state tion on a population basis.
with the second largest Negro Before the election, Georgia
delegation of any state legis- sent a representative from each
This is Rev. Sylvester Grant, lature in the nation, of its 159 
counties—no matter
a leader in his community, a Voters in a special house of how small—to
 the lower cham-
leader of his people and spiritu- representatives apportionment ber while a city s
uch as Allan-
al leader of his flock. 
- 
election have named eight Me_ ta, which has about 
a fourth of
At no time was this leader groes, all Democrats to the 
the state's population, was al-
ship more needed, or more in Georgia lower chamber. 
lowed no more than three.
evidence, than during the They will join two Negro The resu
lt gave Atlanta 24
weeks and months follewing the senators to give the state a to- 
representatives and Negroes
disastrous Alaskan earthquake tal of 10 Negro legislators— move
d quickly to take advan-
of March 27, 1964, wiiich corn- second only to the 11 in the tage
 of the re-districting, put-
pletely destroyed his church. ": Michigan legislature and equal ling 
up both Democratic and
really had my work cut out for to the number in Pennsylvania Repu
blican candidates.
me," recalls Reverend Grant. and Illinois. The figure is two Ne
groes in Atlanta cinched
.'ork state seven seats in the primaries
when the results left Negro Re-
publicans opposed by Negro
Democrats. The eighth came
The sudden turn in the corn- from Columbus, a 
Republican
plexion of the Georgia legisla- stronghold on the 
Alabama bor.
ture is the result of the 'special der, where a Dem
ocrat attor-
election that switched represen- ney active in work for 
the
charge and he holds their atten-
tion throughout the service.
"Finding a new church to more
hold services in was one thing. which in Harlem 
has the lar-
Comforting members of my con- gest concentration o
f Negro
gregation who had lost homes population in the 
country.
and possessions, and who were
frightened by the aftershocks
which continued for weeks, real-
ly wore me down. This is where
YOUNG MATRONS CLUB — Members of the Young Ma-
trons club of Columbus Baptist church at 324 N. Decatur,
are seen in front of the church after presenting their fifth
annual program at the church. On first row, from left, are
Mrs. Lettie Jackson, Mrs. Maude Stanley, Mrs. Geraldine
Echols, Mrs. Bernice Ingram, Mrs. Ora L. Davis, and Mrs.
NAACP defeated a Repub'i.
can in an upset.
Georgia has one of the lcr,v-
est votiog age requirements—.
8 years—and a voter registra-
tion law that allows a person
to remain automatically regi-
stered for life If he votes in at
least one election every three
years and doesn't move.
While Georgia has gained 10
Negro members, the result is
not expected to drastically
change the power structure in
the Legislature. The figure rep-
resents 3.9 per cent of the 205
members in the house and 54
members of the Senate.
Pennsylvania has no Negro
senators in its 50-member high-
er chamber. Eight of its Ne-
gro representatives come from
Philadelphia, two from Pitts-
burgh.
New York has 150 assembly-
men and 57 senators. It has two
Negroes in the Senate and six
in the Assembly.
Ellen Branch, president tin second row, same ord
er, ,tte
Mrs. Annie F.. Words, secretary; Mrs. Katye Mason, M
rit.
Dorothy Cleaves, and Mrs. Ernestine Thompson. On 
back
row, from left, are Mrs. Evelyn Jones, Mrs. Beatrice 
Bra•
dell. Andrew Jerome, Dedearick James, and Mr. 
Withers,
M. Taylor. (Henry Ford Photo)
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SOCIETY
Meg Go-Round
•
• By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson
••••••••••••••••••
ERMA LEE LAWS
(GUEST COLUMNIST)
The Lorraine Motel served as the headquarters
of the Fifth Annual Bi-State Sonvention of the Fun-
eral Directors and Morticians Association of Ten-
nessee and Kentucky.
Activities started off with a Memorial Service at
the Olivet Baptist Church followed by a Goodwill Hour
in the social rooms of the Lorraine. Then there was
a picnic Monday hosted by U. S. BONDS and GEORGE
STEVENS of the Bondol Laboratory.
The gregarious group enjoyed the trek across the
river to Madison, Ark, to partake of succulent ribs,
and other picnic fare in a relaxful atmosphere. Mon-
day night found them enjoying a bash at the South
Parkway residence of Dr. and Mrs. LELAND ATKINS
with their brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. A.
F. /Mason hosting. The meet was climaxed Tuesday
night with a dance at the Flamingo.
Some out-of-towners here for the meet where
RUBEN STRICKLAND of Chatanooga was elected
president of the Tennessee Association were: JOHN
GRIEVOUS of Louisville; HOBART MARTIN, Mrs.
JOHNELLA MARTIN, J. B. MARTIN, and EDWARD
PATTON all of Nashville; HORACE CURRY, of Kings-
port, Mr. and Mrs. KELSO of Louisville, LEON HAR-
RISON of Los Angeles, ROBERT MILLER, Chicago
and HOWARD BOMAR of Little Rock.
Local officers of the Funeral Directors Associa-
tion are: A. F. MASON, president; V. B. BARLOW,
Covington, vice president; EDDIE HAYES, Jr., sec.
retary ; J. F. EDWARDS, executive secretary, TOM
BREATHETT, treasurer, HENRY FORD, Sgt. at
Arms; ELIAS WILLIAMS, parliamentarian; and N.
J. FORD, director of public relations.
The new Windemere Town and Country club was
the setting for the annual Press Party of the South-
land Greyhound Park hosted by suave public relations
whiz John R. Arnold who was assisted in receiving by
his wife, JUANITA. Also serving as hostess were Mrs.
SADIE ELIZABETH ALBERT and Mrs. MARTHA
WHITNEY.
A few guests seen reveling in the beauty of the
club were: LYNN HOWELL, escorted by Dr. ROBERT
MAURICE THARPE, SYLVIA WILLIAMS, with her
uncle JOHN;$Y WHITTAKER, EGGY COX with HAR-
ER BREWER, Mr. and Mrs. R. J. TURNER, Mr. and
Mrs. CARL STOTTS, Dr. and Mrs. OTIS STRONG,
Mrs. EDITH MARIE WILLIAMS, Dr. and Mrs. F. A.
RIVERS, Mr. and Mrs. ISOM JACKSON and Dr. W.
0. SPEIGHT Jr.
Still others were: Dr. and Mrs. A. F. SAVILLE,
Mrs. LEALER MASON with MELVIN CONLEY, Mr.
and Mrs. OSCAR CRAWFORD and Mrs. CHARLES.
TEEN MILES, Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT LEWIS, Jr.,
Dr. A. B. CARTER, Mr. and Mrs. VERNON JOHN-
SON, Mrs. VIRGINIA GRINNER, with NOR VEL SAN
DERS, Mrs. MAGNOLIA O'NEAL, Mrs. THERESA
WATSON, Mr. and Mrs. HENRY JACKSON, Mr. and
Mrs. CHARLES TARPLEY, Mr. and Mrs. ELDRIDGE
TARPLEY and many others.
JOHN ARNOLD is president of the Windermere,
LAWRENCE WADE, secretary, Dr. THERON
NORTHCROSS, treasurer; Dr. FREDERICK A. RIV-
ERS, vice president, Dr. A. F. SAVILLE, assistant sec-
retary, and PINKSTON MITCHELL is manager.
The Children's Bureau, Inc., held its annual re-
ception for foster parents at the Sarah Rrown YWCA.,
Chairman of the program was Mrs. Irene A. Sanders,
Members of the Advisory Committee of the Children's
Bureau are: Mrs. THELMA DAVIDSON, Chairman,
Mrs. BIRDIE LENOIR, CoChairman ; Mrs. JESSIE
BELL, Secretary; Mrs. BERNICE A. E. CALLAWAY,
asst. Secretary, Mrs. M. W. DULANEY, chaplain; Mrs.
ANNIE HIGGINS, asst. chaplain; Mrs. LILLIE ROG-
ERS, chairman Entertainment; Mrs. MINNIE LEE
ALLEN, project chairman; Mrs. IRENE SANDERS,
Co-Chairman and Mrs. SUSIE HIGHTOWER, asst.
Chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. ODIE POWELL were hosts to the
Edith Avenue Social club on the lawn of Miss EMILY
CRESWELL. JAMES DEWALT, is president of the
organization and Mrs. MARY COLE is vice president,
Miss CRESWELL is secretary, Mrs. ALZORA HASTE,
Contact Chairman, and Mrs. MOLLIE BOLTON is
business manager.
Other members are Mrs. M. JOHNSON, Mrs.
WARREN WOODS, Mrs. HAZEL LEE, Mrs. H.
MOORE, Mr. and Mrs. ANDREW J. DANCY, Dr. and
Mrs. A. K. SMITH, WILLIE ROBERTS, Mrs. WILLIS,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. RINGOLD, and Mr. and Mrs. BOOK-
ER T. JONES.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. FELTON EARLS, Mr.
and Mrs. COULTON and Mrs. SUSIE HIGHTOWER.
Congratulations are in order to Mrs. W. 0.
SPEIGHT, Jr., who was selected state president of the
Medical Auxiliary when they met in Nashville. Mrs.
Speight is also President of the local auxiliary.
Attending. the meeting were Dr. and Mrs. W. 0.
SPEIGHT, Jr., Dr. and Mrs. EDWARD REED, Dr. B.
F. McCLEAVE, Dr. and Mrs. A. E. HORNE, Dr. and
Mrs. W. 0. BIS'SON, Mrs. LELAND L. ATKINS and
Dr. CLARA BRAWNER.
The State Dental meet was also held in Nash-
ville last week at Meharry. Attending were Dr. and
Mrs. FREDERICK A. RIVERS, Dr. and Mrs.
CHARLES PINKSTON, Dr. and Mrs. W. R. BELL, of
Jackson, (she was elected State President of the Aux-
iliary) ; Dr. Cooper Taylor, Dr. R. Q. Venson, and Dr.
George West.
Visitors in our midst are Mrs. Georgia Belle Prest-
•
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WHITAKER-SADLER WEDDING PARTY . . . Members of
the bridal party of the wedding of Miss Agretta Whitaker
and Phillip Sadler, IV, are shown at the Mississippi Boule-
vard Christian Church immediately following the ceremony.
They are (left to right): Miss Rose Yvonne Brooks, Miss
is
wood of Dallas, Texas and Mrs. Quincella Kimbrough
of San Diego, California. Both are these ladies who
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. HARRY T. CASH at their
South Parkway home are well known here, and espec-
ially so in insurance circles. Mrs. Prestwood's late hus-
band was president of Excelsior Life Insurance com-
pany which was bought by Universal Life Insurance
company and Mrs. Kimbrough's father founded Gold-
en State Life Insurance Company.
The well-known Mrs. LAWRENCE PATTERSON
a former Memphian who now resides in Los Angelesis visiting relatives and her legion of friends.
Vacation returnees are Miss MARIE BRADFORD,
Mrs. ANDERSON BRIDGES, Mrs. HORACE CHAND-
LER and Mrs. JOHN GORDON, who motored to Wash-
ington, D. C. where they set up another chapter of the
J. U. G. s, Inc. They had an utterly marvelous time
attending the many installation activities which in-
idently were also attended by Mrs. MARJORIE ULEN,
Congressman, Grider's Secretary and local photograph-
er and Mrs. ERNEST WITHERS who were there for
his son's graduation from Howard, and also Sarah's
hubby Horace who flew up for the festivities. From
Washington they motored to New York where they
saw Broadway and t. v. shows and did some shopping.
Sarah had to fly home ahead of the group after being
attacked by a virus.
Also home from Washington and New York are
members of the Carver High School Social Studies
Club who were chaperoned by JOHN OUTLAW, Miss
J. J. BLACKSHIRE and Mrs. D. BRACK. '
These dedicated and stout-hearted teachers chap-
eroned 39 young people to Nashville, Knoxville, Roan-
oke and on to Washington where they were given a
guided tour by Congressman GEORGE GRIDER and
greeted by his secretary MARJORIE ULEN; Arling-
ton National cemetery where they visited the grave
of the late President Kennedy and many other inter-
esting sights in Washington. From Washington they
went to Philadelphia and onto New York City where
they enjoyed roadway plays and television shows.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. TWIGG and their nephew HAR-
OLD J. WHALUM have motored to New York to visit
the Twigg's daughter and son in law, Mr. and Mrs.
GEORGE MIMS and 'title daughter, CHERYL ANN.
Mr. Mims is on the faculty at Hunter college. Mrs.
Twigg will stay longer in Long Island while her hus-
band and nephew will be motoring back in a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. TWIGG, Jr., and their baby
son are home from Nashville where he is a medical
student at Meharry. While here he is teaching at Le-
Moyne.
Little CONNIE WHALUM daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. D. WHALUM of St. Louis, is visiting her
grandmother, Mrs. H. D. WHALUM, Sr., on Worthing-
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. BRISCOE are in New York
City where he is attending a sales meeting. From there
they will go to Washigton to visit their daughter and
son in law, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bailey and family.
Mrs. CAFFREY V. BARTHOLOMEW and her
daughter Mrs. ANN B. HARRIS of Atlanta have mo-
tored to Cincinatti, Ohio, to pick up their friend, and
former Memphian, Mrs. SARAH MOYSE to drive to
New York City and from there they will take a plane
for a six-week tour of Europe.
Some of the countries they will visit are: Eng-
land, the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, Austria,
Italy and France. After that tour they will visit Mrs.
Bartholomew's son, Bill who is stationed in the ser-
vice in Germany who will take them on a private tour*
for two more weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. HAROLD HAYES, came here from
their home in Glenridge, New Jersey to journey to
Mexico with their sister, Mrs. MARVIN TARPLEY.
Joining them in Mexico City will be Mrs. Tarpley's
daughter CRYSTAL who is flying from New York.
Also enjoying Mexico for a couple of weeks are
Mr. and Mrs. SIMON HOWARD, Jr., who are visiting
Mexico City, Acapulco and other places south of the
border. They motored to San Antonio, Texas and flew
across the border.
Mrs. CARL STOTTS and her children, MICHAEL
and CARLA JEAN are in Los Angeles visiting her
brothers, Mr. and Mrs. EDWARD HUBBARD and Dr.
and Mrs. Walter Hubbard, Jr., and other relatives and
friends.
Put red circle around the date Sunday June 27,0,
and be sure to attend the Appreciation Program for
Judge BENJAMIN L. HOOKS at Metropolitan Bap-
tist Church at 4 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE are
in Louisville, Ky., this week for the meeting of the
National Newspaper Publishers association, which is .
being hosted by Frank Stanley, publisher of the Louis-
ville Defender.  .
Among the speakers they have heard there were
CARL ROWAN, director of the United States Infor-
mation, and James Farmer, director of the Congress
of Racial Equality.
Miss BARBARA WILLIAMS was hostess to mem-
bers of the PREBS Bridge players at her home at
1508 S. Barksdale st. last Friday night. Attending
the regular monthly meeting were Mrs. LILLIAN AN-
DERSON, Mrs. SHIRLEY WATKINS, Mrs. RUTHA
JONES, Mrs. VERNISTEEN SIMON, Mrs. MAR-
GUERITE McCHRISTON and Mrs. VERLINE JONES.*
Mrs. Williams served a full-course barbequed
chicken dinner in her beautifully-decorated dining
room. All enjoyed a pleasant evening of bridge and
entertainment.
A bridge-whist get-together was given by the S.
W. Robinsons last Thursday night conifilimenting
their daughter, Miss Barbara P. Jeans, who is home
for a month after completing graduate studies in the
East.
Attending were Mrs. SHIRLEY WATKINS, the
honoree, Miss JEANS; Misses ELEANOR GANDY,
ANN LOCKHART, SHIRLEY McCRAY, 
CHAR-
LOTTE HINES, LILLIAN FISHER, and Miss Fisher's
fiance, ALLAN HAMMOND.
Mrs. D. Cleaves was chair- Teachers Attendfee and tea service.
man of the program and Mrs.
L. M. Jackson and Mrs. E.
Thompson co-chairmen.
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Minerva Jane Johnican, Mrs. Michael Mason Whitaker,
Miss Eltta Young, Mrs. Harold Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Sadler, IV, Adolph Smith (best man), Dr. Victor Starland,
Henry Mitchell, Frederick Letcher, and Aryls Letting.
Miss Agretta Whitaker Wed To
Phillip Sadler IV Of
By ERMA LAWS
Miss Agretta Whitaker and
Phillip Sadler IV, were wed in
a beautiful ceremony on Satur-
day, June 5, at 6 o'clock in the
evening in the Mississippi Boul-
evard Chirstian church before
Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor of
the church.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Whitaker
and the groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Phillip Sadler III, of
Wilmington, Delaware.
The radiant young bride en-
te:ed the candlelight church on
the arm of her father. Her
gown was of candlelight veiled
silk organza. The empire bod-
ice with scooped neck and short
sleeves appliqued with hand-run
alencon lace. A draped organza
cumberband encircled the waist-
line.
The organza A-line skirt had
a flounce of lace that extended
to the scalloped hemline and a
fully lined detachable court
train with motif of matching
lace repeated. Her veil of Eng-
lish illusion was secured by a
double tiered open pillbox.
BRIDESMAIDS
Miss Eliza Young was maid
of honor and Mrs. Harold Shaw
of Nashville was matron of hon-
.
Bridesmaids were Miss Miner-
va Jane Johnican, Miss Mose
Yvonne Brooks and Mrs. Mi-
chael Mason Whittaker of
Brooklyn, New York.
They wore floor length gowns
of organza in aqua and pea-
cock. The bodice with low neck-
line and cap sleeves had an in-
set at the waist line of peacock.
Silk faille extended to a back
bow with a pcnel.
The semi-full skirt had a flat
front with side and back fullness
giving a redingte effect. Match-
ing hats completed the en-
semble.
Little Deborah Pollard, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Christine Pollard
was flower girl. Paul Washing-
ton, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Washington was ringbearer.
GROOMSMEN
Adolph Smith of Brooklyn,
New York, was the best man.
Groomsmen were: Aryls Let-
ting, Frederick Latcher. Henry
Mitchell and Dr. Victor Star-
land, the bride's cousin from
Pine Bluff, Arkansas. Ushers
were Harlow Robinson and Ben-
jamin Blakeley.
E. L Pender was organist and
Delaware
.11arold Brooks was soloist.
A reception as given by the
bride's parents at the Top Hat
and Tails Clubhouse on South
Parkway. Scores of fashionably
dressed guests were seen drink-
ing champagne toasts to the
happy couple and admiring the
many gifts.
THE GUESTS
Among the out-of-town guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Sad-
ler, Ill, parents of the groom,.
from Wilmington, Delaware;
Mrs. Patricia Griffin, sister of
the groom, Wilmington; Mrs.
Hannan Johnson, aunt of the
groom, Wilmington; Mrs. Wil-
lard Whitaker, aunt of the bride,
Madison, Arkansas; Mrs. Cor-
delia Lyons, aunt of the bride,
Forest City, Arkansas; Mrs.
Vhaness Chambers, cousin of
the bride, Forest City; Mrs.
Victor Starland, cousin of the
bride, Pine Bluff. Arkansas;
Miss Earths Blue, Wilmington;
Mrs. U. S. Bond, Mrs. W. L.
Purifoy, and Rev. and Mrs. R.
Bland. Madison. Arkansas, Joe
Dallion, Chicago, Illinois and
Harold Shaw, Nashville and Mr.
and Mrs. Essex Moseley. aunt
and uncle of the groom of
Charlotte Court House, Virginia.
Hostesses at the reception
were Mrs. H. T. Lockard, who
introduced guests to the receiv-
ing line; Miss Roberta Ratcliffe
and Mrs. Merle Patterson, who
relistered guests; and June
Latting who served punch. Other
hostesses who directed guests to
the gifts were: Miss Jeanette
Graham, Miss Carole Jamison,
Miss Hazel Warren, Miss Rose
Caviness, and Mesdames
Clara Bosman, Ruby Jackson
and Bobbie Randall.
The couple will live in Wil-
mington, Delaware, where the
groom is an auditor with the
Defense Department of the U.S.
Government.
YMCA To Offer
Typing Course
The Sarah Brown Branch of
the Young Women's Christian
Association will hold a ten-les-
son refresher course in type-
writing, and classes will, start
on Tuesday, June 29.
Classes will open to persons
who wish to improve their
speed, accuracy and general
typing ability.
The course hours are from
5:30 to 7:30 p.m., and the fee
will be seven dollars The type-
writers will be furnished by the
YWCA.
Young Matrons Give
Program At Columbus
The Young Matrons club of Williams, a member of Union
Columbus Baptist church pre- Grove Baptist church. Mrs.
sented their fifth annual Ma • Doris. J. Gary sang "He'll Un-
trons' Day program at the derstand and Say, 'W e 1 I
church on Sunday afternoon, Done' "
June 13. The Matrons then presented
The guest speaker for the Mrs. Ellen Branch, their pres-
service was Mrs. Rubystine ident, flowers and a silver cof-
BARBARA JEANS
Miss Barbara Jeans
Finishes At Columbia
Miss Barbara Pearl Jeans,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. W.
Robinson of 1524 S. Montgomery
at., received the master of arts
degree from Columbia university
in New York City during com-
mencement exercises there on
June 2.
Miss Jeans attended graduate
school on a two year work-study
plan and majored in business ed-
ucation.
While a student at Columbia
she was secretary in the depart-
ment of curriculum and teach.
ing.
The vice president of the
Business Education club, she
Was also a member of Kappa
Delta Pi Honor Society, Pi
Lamda Theta Honor Society
and Alpha Kappa Alpha soror-
ity.
Miss Jeans was graduated
cum laude with a bachelor of
science degree from Lincoln
university in Jefferson City,
Mn., with the class of 1963.
She plans to return to work in
New York City in July.
Members of the organization
are Mrs. E. Walton, Mrs. M.
McQuenter, Mrs. Jessie M.
Taylor, Mrs. Helen Phillips,
Mrs. Lula M. Pinnix. Mrs. Be-
atrice Braden and Mrs. Evelyn
Jones.
Other members are Mrs. Er-
nestine Thompson, Mrs. Doro-
thy Cleaves, Mrs. Kayte Ma-
son, Mrs. Annie E. Words, Mrs:
Ora L. Davis, Mrs. Bernice In-
gram, Mrs. Geraldine Echols,
Mrs. Maude Stanley and Mrs.
Lottie Jackson.
Dr. A. E. Campbell is pastor
of the church.
Arts 0 S OP4
Four members of the
Moyne College faculty departed
Sunday, June 20, for The Col-
orado College at Colorado
Springs where they are attend-
ing the Danforth Workshop on
Liberal Arts. June 21-July 0.
Representing LeMoyne are
Lionel A. Arnold, dean of the
college; Dr. Ralph Johnson,
professor of English; Mrs. Mae
I. Fitzgerald, head librarian,
and John Weichsel, associate
professor of art.
The workshop is sponsored
by the Danforth Foundation.
GEORGIA MAE TAYI,OR
Stewardess Wings
Won By Memphian
Miss Georgia Mae Taylor
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
D. Taylor of 536 Gilleas rd,
has won her silver wings after
completing the courses of
training at Am-rican Airlines'
Stewardess college at Fort
Worth, Texas.
Miss Taylor has hecn assign-
ed to 'light duty out of Chicago.
• Born in Shelby County, she
was graduated from . Geeter
High school in 1959 and attend-
ed LeMoyne college.
During her intensive six-and-
a•hal week course at Ameri-
can's unique Stewardess college
Miss Taylor studied some 600
subjects ranging from a theory
of flight and meteorology', to
food service and makeup tech-
nique.
She has brown hair, brown
eyes, stands five feet, five and
three fourths inches tall, And
weighs 119 pounds.
•
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NEW JUGS CHAPTER — J.U.G.S. Incorporated Installed
new chapter in Washington, D. C., early this month, and
members and guests are seen at a cocktail party following
the installation. Seated from. left are Mrs. Evelyn Holland,
Washington chapter; Mrs. Marjorie I. Ulm secretary to
Congressman George °rider, (D-Tenn.); Mrs. Sarah Chand-
ler, national president of J. U. G.S., Memphis, and Mrs. Ro-
Set Up New
Chapter In Washington
The lovely Portal estate home
Dr. and Mrs. Eddie Myers
v::,as the perfect setting for a
party Saturday, June 5, in
Washington, D.C. The occasion
was the induction of nine young
women into JUGS. Incorpor-
ated, a national charity organ-
ization that works primarily for
tte: benefit of needy children.
This is the third chapter
formed, with the original chap-
ter being organized in Memphis,
Tennessee in 1954.
The Washington, D.C. chap-
ter was installed by the Nation-
al President, of JUGS. Inc.,
Mrs. Sarah Chandler and char-
ter members Miss Marie Brad-
fod, Mrs. Josephine Bridges and
Mrs. Pearl Gordon of the Mem-
phis Chapter were present.
DEFENDER
Maine Peters, Washington chapter. Standing same order,
are Miss Joyce Broome, former member of Memphis chap-
ter; Mrs. Josephine Bridges, co-founder of J. U. G. S.; Mrs.
Pearl Gordon and Miss Marie Bradford, Memphis; and
Miss Betty Johnson, Philadelphia, former member of Mem-
phis chapter. (Withers Photo)
hospitality.
Other guests in Attendance
were: Horace Chandler, hus-
band of the president; Ernest
Withers, who came to Washing-
Following their induction, the ton for his son's graduation
Washington JUGS. and their from Howard University. They
husbands entertained with a were accompanied by Luke
lavish catered party, giving Moorg, a former classmate and
their Memphis visitors a gener- friend. Also on hand were for
ous dose of their Capitol 'City mer Memphians, Mrs. Marjorie l ngineer C
The Washington, D.C. Chap-
ter is comprised of Mesdames
Jeannette Barrow, Helen John-
son, Josephine McCarthy, Ers-
lyn Holland, Katye McLaugh-
lin, Bertha Datcher, Romaine  
Peters, Mary Ann Lyles and
Barbara K. Myers.
Couple Fetes Friends
At Barbecue Supper
Mr.
Buren
tamed
and Mrs. Edgar Varil a barbecue held in the back
of 2428 Gentry enter-yard of their home.
itiends recently during Enjoying the early festivities
MEMPHIAN PROMOTED . . .
Odell Mays, nephew of Mr. and
Mrs. James West of 703 Savoy,
was promoted to the rank of
master sergeant in the J. S.
Air Force at Scott AFB, Ill.
Sgt. Mays is an air police su-
pervisor. He attended Melor
Jackson High School in Hughes,
and is married to the
III'mer Miss Mary Watkins,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eu-
gene Watkins of 762 Hastings,
Memphis.
for the month of June were
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kirk, Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Goode, and
Mrs. Clara McCoskey, Detroit;
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Williams
and their daughter, Myrna,
who had just returned from
Carleton college, Northfield,
Minn.; Mrs. Bernice Abron,
and her cousin, Jennie, Chica-
go.
Also present were Mrs. Thel-
ma Walton, Mr. and Mrs.
James Ivy and three young
daughters, Jacqueline, Pelmet-
la and Gwendolyn; Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Spencer a n d
daughters, Anita Ann and Er-
ma Jgan; Mr. and Mrs. Steave
Coleman and Mr and Mrs. Ed-
ward Harrell.
'Me other guests were Miss
Edwina Harrell, Mrs. Madie
Porter, James Flagg, Jimmie
Little, Mr. and Mrs. John Cur-
rie, Mrs. Jeraldine James,
Robert Lee Eusing, Mr. and
Mrs. Valinetine Bell, Mrs. Al-
ine Isabel, Mrs. Martha Dick-
erson and daughter. Gloria;
and Miss .Hazel Ballard.
Ulen, June Young, Joyce
Broome and Betty Johnson, the
latter two former members of
the Memphis Chapter of
JUG S.
Humboldt News
STATE FEDERATION
A large delegation of club women attended the State
Federation of Colored Women's clubs.
Present from the City Federated Clubs of Ilumboldt were
Mrs. Drucilla Tuggle, Mrs. Masie Fuller, Mrs. Mattie Davis,
Mrs. Olga Baskerville, Mrs. F. M. Givens, Mrs. Alice Williams,
Mrs. M. H. Btfrnett, Miss Brenda Burnett, Miss Frances Giv-
ens, and Mrs. W. S. Vance, chairman of the Music department
of the State Convention.
Among the clubs represented were Book Lovers' Loyal
Friendship, and -the Gloxinia Art and Garden. Others from
Humboldt arrived on the final day.
VACATIONERS
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Slade of Brooklyn, N. Y., visited in
the home of Mrs. Slade's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Sims.
The Sims returned to Brooklyn for their summer vacation.
Miss Glenda Johnson is spending her summer vacation
with her sister in California.
Mrs. Dorothy Claybrook and Mrs. .1. H. Mathis are present-
ly employed in the offices of the U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture in Gibson and Crockett counties. This is another "first"
for the area in the development of equal job opporunities. We
urge others to make applications for similar jobs.
THE SICK LIST
Mrs. Ardie Gentry has- been called suddenly to Detroit be-
cause of the illness of her sister, Mrs. Evelyn Rodgers.
Local persons in the hospitals because of illnesses or in-
jurits include Mrs. Mary Manley, Mrs. Rosie Lowery, and J.
IT. Mathis, Jr.
BIBLE SCHOOLS
Churches of the city are engaged in Vacation Bible Schools,1
and the daily attendance is high.
Rev. J. IT. Mathis has received his commission to serve
as instructor in the National Baptist Sunday Sehool and Baptist
Trang Union Congress for Mrs. W. S. Vance who is in Wood-
lawn Hospital at 61st and Drexel in Chicago for surgery.
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MR. and MRS. J. L. DeRAMUS
laims
Bride In Memphis
Miss Willa Stine Taylor of
Memphis and Jesse Lee De-
maus of Los Angles, California
pledged their vows recently at
the home of her. parents Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Taylor, 1379
Quinn.
The couple recited their vows
before an altar of cathedral
candles flanked by greenery.
White chrysanthemums and
lilies showered the living and
dining area.
The bride, who was given in
marriage by her father, wore
a long-sleeved lace suit lined
with white crepe. The bride's
veil fell from a crown bearing
a single rose and seeded pearls.
She carried orchids and step-
hanotis flowers on a white en-
graved prayer book.
!Trenton News
Miss Sandra Saylor, cousin of
the bride, was maid of honor,
and Dwayne Taylor, cousin of
the bride, was be* man.
After the reception, the Cou-
ple left on their honeymoon,
touring the Eastern section of
the country.
They will live in I.os Angeles,
California where the groom is
an engineer at the Douglas
Aviation Center.
Mr. DeRamus is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferies Della-
mus of Chattanooga, Tennes-
see.
REUNION CHAIRMAN HONORED— Miss
Eunice Carruthers, special education teach-
er in the public school system and well-
known hat designer, receives trophy from
Jerry Taylor of Washington, D. C. during
recent reunion of '5' classes at LeMoyne
College. Miss Carruthers- was general chair-
man of the reunion and Mr. Taylor is presi-
dent of the LeMoyne Club in the nation's
capital.
He will teach "The Home and Church Working Together." Defense Depot Employs
SOCIAL CLUB ORGANIZED — The Golden Girls Social
Club which includes girls between the, ages of 12 and II was
ap organized recently under the sponsorship of Mrs. Elizabeth
Painer and Mrs. Loreene Thornton. Members of the club
a
11 MOM
pictured are: (left to right) Donna Thornton, Patricia Smi-
ley, Bernice Sanders, Carmalitha Thornton, Flora Knox,
Barbara Dean, Barbara Nelms. and Doris Jackson.
20 Local Students
Twenty Memphis area stu-
dents have been hired for sum-
mer work at Defense Depot
Memphis and the Defense In-
dustrial Plant Equipment Cen-
ter (D1PEC) under the presi-
dent's "Youth Opportunity -Pro-
gram."
The temporary trainees are
being paid at $1.25 per hour
and do not hold civil service
status.
Fifteen of the youths have
been assigned in the supply
operations of the depot and five
are working as clerical person-
nel at DIPEC.
FROM 10 SCHOOLS
Since the depot does not a,
cept applications for tempor-
ary employment, the students
were referred through the Ten
nessee State Employment Of-
fice. Each is considered to have
financial handicaps which
would prevent them from con-
tinuing their education this
fall without summer income.
Mrs. C. D. Coleman to honor
their son, Daryll H. Coleman,
on his sixth birthday.
It was a very gladsome,
noisy, and gleesome occasion
as the tiny guests donned par-
ty hats and tooted horns to
their hearts' content.
All were very happy as they
participated in the games
which were expertly directed
by Mrs. Barnetta Norwood.
School represented by the
students include Messick, Fray-
ser, Melrose, Douglas, Lester,
Manassas, Booker T. Washing-
ton and Treadwell High Schools
in Memphis and George R. El-
lis High School, Winton!. Tenn
Daryl! and Girts
On Friday, June 11 the home'
and garden of Mrs. George
Cain at 1265 Effie Road was
the setting for a joyous birth-
day party given by Dr. and
Many lovely gifts were pre-
sented to Daryll by the charm-
ing little boys and girls who
were Yolanda Wright, Reginald
Harding, -Larry Maddrie, Nor-
val Powell, Benjamin Williams,
John Thomas Bartley, Marsha
Hall, Ricardo "'Hall, Michael
Young, Natalie Clark, Emily
Lester, Ljillauna Smith, Le-
nard Campbell, Anthony Isa-
bel, Von Weber Goodloe, Wil-
ton Ray Robertson, Patricia
Matthews, Karen Williams,
Terro Shepard, Patricia Biv-
ins, Vivian Bivins, and Tedra
Spinks.
pleased as he can he after
blowing out the candles on his cake, Daryll Coleman, six-
year-old son of Dr. and Mrs. C. D. Coleman, is ready to
see what's inside the fancily-wrapped packages brought by
his playmates. (McChriston Photo)
DAR VII. AND tarts -- As
CHURCH MEETING
The choirs and ushers of the
Browr sville-Dyersburg District
of the West Tennessee Confer-
ence of the CME Church held
their 19th Convention at the
Trenton Rosenwald High School
recently.
The theme for the meeting
wa "Three pinks of Friend-
ship." Top CME officials pres-
ent were Rev. B. JULIAN
SMITH, presiding bishop; and
Rev. N. DAVIS, presiding elder.
The morning sermon was de-
livered by Rev. J. A. CUTTER,
pastor of Johnson Tabernacle
CME Church at McKenzie. Rev.
L. JOHNSON was the host
pastor.
Other district officers on
hand were Miss ETI1EL SEET,
director of Christian Education;
Mrs. BEATRICE HUTCHER-
SON, director of music; Mrs.
MUDE RAWLS, president of
choirs; JOHNNIE JAMISON,
president of ushers boards;
Rev. W. C. ROGERS, secretary
of evangelism and chairman of
finance; Rev. J. A. CUTTER,
secretary-treasurer to the presi-
ding eider; Miss LARUE
CLEAVES, district missionary
president; WILEY AGNEW, di-
of lay activities; Mrs. ALBER-
TA JAMISON, director of
youth work; and Mrs. RUBYE
REED JACOCKS, secretary.
VACATIONS
Mrs. R. L. RADFORD and
daughters, LORNA and AN-
GELA are spending their vaca-
tion in Chicago with mother,
grandmother and friends.
Mrs. FLORA HOWARD and
daughter, MISS MARY ROSE
RODGERS, are spending their
vacation in Nashville at Ten-
nesse A & I State' University.
PRINCE A. DANNER, Mrs.
VIRGINIA BROWN, Miss
FREDDIE COI.E and others.
motored to St. Louis, Mo., last
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. 'SHAM IN-
GRAM of Chicago are here via-
iting Mrs. LEE OSSIE IN-
GRAM, other relatives and
friends.
Mrs. VIRGINIA BARNETT
returned home from St. Louis
last week after a visit with her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. TYRONE JONES, and
welcomed her second grand-
child, a boy, TYRONE JONES
II, born June 2.
A number of visitors have
been and are still in our midst.
Mrs. MATTIE D. IVORY and
her sister, EDNA, are here from
Chicago. MARVIN PARTEE
and Miss SAM ELLA CUM-
MINGS are here from Michi-
gan visiting Mr. and Mrs. TOM
SMITH, and SAM PAYNE, JR.,
is here from Germany visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. SAM
l'AYNE, Sr.
Mrs. MARY JOHNSON and
grandson, OTIS LYNN JOHN-
SON, and Mrs. ALBERTA
BROWN are visiting relatives
in Indiana and Maryland.
ILLNESS AND DEATH
William "PISTOL POWELL"
INGRAM was struck by a car
and seriously- injured here re-
cently.
Funeral services for Mrs.
YULA ROBINSON were held
recently at the Holy Church of
Christ. She was from Chicago.
Rev. A. tI. RICE, pastor of
First Baptist Church, has been
dismissed from the hospital af-
ter treatment of injuries re-
ceived in a local accident.
Mrs. NANCY RUSSELL. a
cosmetologist of the West End,
underwent surgery last week at
Gibson General Hospital, and
everyone hopes for her swift
recovery.
GEORGE THOMAS lies been
dismissed from the hospital and
is convalescing in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. IIARRY RUS-
SELL, his daughter and son-in-
law.
Mrs. AMOS BOBBITr died in
Gibson General Hospital on
Thursday, June 17, after an ill-
ness of several days. He was a
life-long resident of the country,
a member of a well-known fam-
ily and belonged to Mt. Orange
Baptist Church.
FLOYD CARNES, Mrs. L. II.
CHRISP, Mrs. J. H. JOHNSON,
R. L. RADFORD and others
were present for a two-day ex-
tension school in Martin, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. IRA POWELL
will be in New York for a few
days. The J. II. JOHNSONS will
visit her sister, Mrs. Linthos
Wade, and other relatives in
Chicago
RECEIVES PROMOTION . . .
Charlie E. Dyson, son of Mrs.
Alberta Dyson of 310 N. Main
St. has been promoted to air-
man second class hi the U. S.
Air Force it Scott Air Force
Base, Ill. A graduate of Manas•
sas High School. Airman Dyson.
is apair policeman in a unit
that supports the Military Air
Transport Service mission of
providing global airlift of U. S.
military forces` and equipmenL
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BIRTHDAY PARTY GIVEN — Willie Timothy Thomas, III,
son of Willie Timothy Thomas, Jr. of Memphis and Mrs.
Sarah Thomas Burdine of Taliahasse, Floridarwas given a
birthday party celebrating his 5th birthday at the home of
his grand-parents, Elder and Mrs. Willie T. Thomas, Sr.,
1548 Hamilton St. Pictured sharing the enjoyment of the
occasion are: (front row, left to right) Allan Hardin, Jill
Roger, Alexas Davis of Little Rock, Ark., LaWanda Jeanne
Thomas (Willie, Ill's sister). (Back row, left to right) Eric
Simmons, Terri Moore, Regina Moore, Mace L. August,
Thurston Sharp, Jr., Willie Timothy Thomas III, Jeffry
Moore, Stephen Moore, Al Roger, Kenneth Allen of Morris-
town, New ersey, Charles Junior, and Rose Marie Sharp.
SUMMER DEBUTANTES — Nine members of ilhe Ten-
nessee State university faculty family in Nashville were
among the debutantes presented last week at the South-
eastern District Cotillion in Nashville's Municipal Audi-
torium. and here they are shown during a parts' given in
their honor by their parents. Seated, from left, are Misses
Pearl Eunice Carpenter and Eileen Antoinette Carpenter,
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Julius Carpenter; Virginia
Gunn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Gunn; and Cone-a
Lette Gandy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Gandy.
Standing, from left, are Misses Gwendolyn Kilpatrick,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Kilpatrick; Yvonne Olivia
Hose, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Hose, Jr.; Camara
Crooks, daughter of Mrs. Mabel Crooks and C. D. Crooks;
Jacquelyn Anita Lewls, daughter of Mrs. Hattie Lewis:
and Joan Cassandra Payne, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Jo-
seph A. Payne.
Rich Roly-Poly African Herbalist Termed 'Rogue' But Is Popular
BY NEIL .I. SMITH
LUSIKISIK1, South Africa —
(UPI) — "He's a rogue and a
charlatan," the -White man in
the country pub said. "Calls
himself a herbalist, but he's
nothing more than a witch doc-
tor."
"We drove right through the
night from Pretoria. more than
600 mites to see him." the
Afrikaans-speaking woman in
the waiting room told me earn-
estly. "We arrived at 6 this
powers of "Doctor" Khotso
Sethunza, but none would deny
that he is one of the most flam-
boyant personalities in Africa
today.
The "Doctor" title is purely
honorary and self-conferred.
all parts of South Africa and
beyond its borders.
Khotso says the bulk of his
income, estimated at up to
$2,100 a day, comes from his
properties — 377 in all, ranging
from prosperous trading sta-
Khotso has no medical degree. lions, houses and vacant town- I "How do you keep so young?"
He cannot read or write. Ishii) lots to large farms. I asked him.Some years ago he was, A visit to Mount Nelson is an "Good luck, chief," he rept!.
charged with practicing medi-tother-wordly experience, some-'ed.
eine without a license. But where between Alice through "Do you drink your own
Khotso was not the least ruff!. the looking glass and the Ara- medicines?"
ed. bian Nights. He nodded vigorously. "My
He produced in court a birth The Doctor himself came out
certificate which gave his firstmorning and we've been wait. to greet me, then stood aside toing ever since. But I don't mind, name as "Doctor". The unite- allow 16 African women rang-
I know he can help me." pressed -nagistrate ordered him ing in age from 17 to about 40
The object of one man's scorn to desist, to file out after him. The wont-
and one woman's quest is an since then Khotso liss made
elderly, roly-poly African reput--,no medical claims. But his
ed to be the richest black macHame as a healer and purveyor
in South Africa with assets es
-of near-magical medicines con-
ceeding $8.4 million. tinues to bring him many
Many are skeptical of themlients, black and white, from
was dressed in rather scuffed
western-style clothes, but he
had one exotic touch. In each
'ear he wore a diamond the size
of a decanter-stopper.
Ile claims to be 83, although
he looks no more than 65.
medicines too good. They make
men strong."
Some spiteful Transkei whites
say Khotso is really in his 60's
and that his claims to great age
en, identically dressed in long are part of the mystique he has
blue dresses with orange and built up around himself.
white, accessories, are his wiv- Be that as it may, only a few
es. I months ago his youngest and
Khotso, a small plump man ,newest bride presented him
with a glistening bald pated with a son on his second anni-
SILVER'S 54 To $1.00 A PLACE TOSHOP& SNACK
47 So. Main St.
Store Hrs. 9:00 to 5:30 Tu•s., Wed., Fri. & Sat.
Mon. & Thurs. Open til 9:00
lc n itto-14
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proof!
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STRAP
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BROADLOOM RUG REMNANTS 774
,versary, his other 20 children
ar2 all girls.
Khotso makes no secret of
his admiration for the white na-
tionalist government in Pre-
toria. The rovernment, for its
.part, regards Khotso as one of
:the great "rights" of the 'Fran.
skid.
After the formal greeting my
cameraman and I were shown
into the doctor's waiting room
— a hall 120 feet long and 25
feet wide. Three of the walls
consist of an unbroken line of
huge, leaded, stained glass win-
dows.
The fourth is decorated with
plaster eagles set atop blue
pillars, and painted replicas of
the old Transvaal Republican
coat-of-arms.
The Afrikaans woman and her
family who had been waiting to
see Khotso, disappeared into
the inner recesses of the house.
For the next hour we were
treated to a curious medley
from within. Pattering feet, 'a
sudden burst of hymn-like chor-
al music by the Mesdames
Khotso, the thudding of drums,
the doctor's sonorous voice in-
toning in the background, and
hen more singing from the un-
seen chorus of wives.
But first we had to sign the
visitors book, cramm-d with
'signatures of people from the
U.S.. Britain, Ireland. Austra-
tammnammwmar 
apprentice and often the boys'
parents pay well for the privi-
lege. In return their children
ha, New Zealand, Germany,
France, Madagascar, Kenya,
the Congo, Switzerland, Scandi-
navia, Italy and Israel.
I explained I represented an
American news agency.
"Every week America comes,
the doctor remarked with a
wave of his hand. "Every Mon.
day, every Friday they come,
that's why I build them special
house." He gestured toward a
glass pavilion in the grounds of
his house.
We followed Khotso to his
American pavilion. There were
two small signs on t h e plate
glass door. One read "Ameri-
cans only". The other warned'
"no smoking."
Khotso waved us on to a ware-
house where a score of young
Africans were hand-sorting cot-
ton picked from his fields. Cot-
ton is the doctor's newest ven-
ture.
"I grow 15,000 tons this
year," he told me. "You go tell
To Be
Equal
By Whitney M. Young, Jr.
Executive Dir,C100
National Urban League
Some Questions And Answers
Q: "Who speaks for the Ne- not exist. There are 20,000,000
gro?" Negro citizens, each of them
I: Nobody. 'TIE Negro does different, and no one can speak
 for all of them.
work hard for the doctor Lir
five to seven years without pay.
After the exertion of the tour
Khotso led us to ano'her small
pavilion to rest. Its floor was
strewn with coins and I asked
Khotso the reason for them.
Q: Who comes closest?
A: Piesident Johnson, to the
extent that he speaks for "all
Ameri
What
cans."
about civil rights
groups?
A: No one group can spfl
people in England and America for all of them any more than
GI want sell them cotton. Also 
"They're for good luck, chief.
. the Sons of Italy or the Amen-
castor oil seeds, and mealies, 
Iyood luck," he said expansive
can Jewish Congress can claim
potatoes and bananas. I grow speak for ALL Italians or
picily when I asked him to ALL Jews.everything." 
He eyed toe briefly and sus- to 
In another corner of the ex.  )lain to me his formula for
ous 
But some groups like the
Khotso establishment are his success. NAACP, CORE, Southern Chris.
apprentice herbalists. 
"That is a big secret, chief," tian Leadership Conference, the
It is considered a great honor he said, and this time he did not. Student Non-Violent Coordinat-
to be accepted by Khotso as an smile. ing mmittee and the Urban
"You never finish if you try League can claim to speak for
count my money. You count all thesirt 
of
 memobeeir gr,hpirpo
.lanmsenjoy
eaddition,
day and never finish." 
mosto
we support among Negroes
and macy sympathetic white
citizens across the ration.
Q: What about entertainers
and film stars?
A: Nothing is more exasperat-
ing to Negro rights leaders, and
to many Negro entertainers,
than for th?m to be regarded
as "social scientists" by the
press, Most do a bang-up job
when asked to comment on
rights because of their d cine
concern but it's like asW,
Frank Sinatra to comment on
foeeign policy.
Q: How much influence do
thae?e‘ Black Nationalist groupsh
TheirNinoftluemnucc, by and large.
influence 
rea test
where despair Is deepest, I
doubt that they speak for one-
tenth of one percent of Negro
citizens when they call for the
creation of a separate state.
?r:Thenmvaienwy sN?egroes do not0,e 
their 
A: The typical Negro wants
to integrate. The Black Nation-
alists want a separate, segre-
gated world. Most of them have
despaired of getting equality.
They are lost souls.
Q: How can white citizens
give Negroes their rights when
for 
them?anyof theta are not yet ready
A: Nobody can GIVE an0.
hunter being his rights, not in
America. Rights are 'God-giv-
en" and conferred by the Con-
s:Dull( n.
Negro eitteens, however,
shorie not be penalized or deni-
ed because of a few bad ay.
plres .ino therdenbay,rrel, 
either.
L Stolmre whitesa
Negroes don't condemn Al.!
whites because an Oswald
murdered I' resident Kennedy;
becaLse white persons tpparent-
IwYorskiwters;anhdlewburinpedfocuirvilgirilsghitns
church, or ClIed Mrs. Violau
Q:alecatdioenrsWthay doientsici
 Negrosst.,onuseinivgil driigrehctst
A:writing Theyiettedrids.111 get atywkere
Q: Aren't such tathcs rubh"
ing people the wrong WS,
making enemies for Negr
ANNOUNCING
TRI-DEFENDER NEWSBOYS CONTEST
JUNE - JULY - AUGUST
CONTEST CLOSES THE LAST WEEK OF EACH MONTH •
PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN AWAY EACH MONTH TO
THE TOP THREE SALESMAN
THE BASE PAY FOR NEWSBOY AND NEWSGIRL WILL BE
THE AMOUNT OF PAPERS SOLD AND PAID BY MAY 29th.
1. YOU WILL RECEIVE 5 POINTS FOR EACH
PAPER SOLD OVER YOUR BASE
2. 5 POINTS FOR PROMPT PAYMENT
3. 10 POINTS FOR CUSTOMER LIST
Your Field Manager will explain
rules and regulations.
1st PRIZE $10.00
2nd PRIZE 8.00
3rd PRIZE 6.00
Pictures of the Top Three Salesmau for the month will be run in
The Tri-State Weeder monthly
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TWELVE GRADUATES — Twelve little smiling students
graduated recently from the St. James AME Church kin.
dergarten with honor and distinction. Standing on front row
(left to right) are: Deangela Owsley Kathy Franklin, Eliza-
beth Thurman, Ruby Henderson, Undretta Hunt and Clair
' 1
,
fir
' it low f
•
COMPLETES MEDICAL COURSE—Miss Jimmie Buford
Coleman, daughter of Mrs. Delores McGee of 1315 Ridgeway,
received a certificate as a clinical laboratory scientist after
successfully completing the six-month course at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee Medical recently. She was scheduled to
start work in a laboratory, on Wednesday, June 23. Miss
,ak Coleman is a graduate of Booker T. Washington High School.
Jackson. Back row, (from left to right), are: Willie Edward
Malone, Marvell Heard, Willie Parker, Jr., Frederick Cotton,
Enroll P. Jones and Thurman Dockery, Jr. Mrs. Ethel T.
Nelson is director of the kindergarten and Rev. II. L. Starks
Is pastor of the church. (Photo — Henry Ford)
•
Ways To Make This Summer's
Housework So Much Easier
Summer is the best time to make housework
easier and faster by proper advance planning and or-
ganization, reports the Construction Research Bureau,
national clearing house for building information.
Here are some tips from Bu-
reau experts which should eli- such as
minate extra hours of labor macaroni
and aid in bringing a pleasant
pace to the day's tasks
• • •
Don't do your shopping piece-
meal.
• At a single session plan
menus for every day of the
week. From these you can then
draw up a list of foods needed
and the probable cost, using
newspaper ads to determine
prices.
One shopping trip can sup-
ply most of your meal require-
ments for 7 days, saving fre-
quent visits and hours of time.
Simultaneously this will give
you a financial control of food
costs.
• • •
Utilize your freezer to store
prepared-In-advance foods.
It doesn't take much longer
to prepare a larger hatch of a
Don't Take Fabric
Finish For Granted
Since most fabric finishes
cannot be seen or felt, shoppers
often take them for granted.
Many finishes, such as bleach-
ing, are part of normal fabric
production. However, some
finishes change the natural
characteristics of a fabric or
the fiber from which it is
made.
• • .
Cotton fabric normally ab-
sorbs water quickly. When such
garments as raincoats are
manufactured from cotton, they
frequently receive a water-re•
pellent finish. To be certain of
such treatment, check labels
when shopping.
• • •
Many persons assume that
water-repellent and waterproof
finishes are the same. But
there is a difference. When
fabric is treated with a water
repellent, it resists absorption.
Water forms beads on t h e
surface, rolling off as it ac-
cumulates. But water cannot
pass through fabric that has
been waterproofed unless a hole
2nd WEEK VOLUME SALE
JUNE 18 - JUNE 30
  
VALUABLE COUPON
20% OFF INSIDE PAINT
15% OFF OUTSIDE PAINT
WITH AN ORDER OF 5 GALS.
OR MORE
BRING THIS COUPON
JUNE 18, thru JUNE 30
GOOD ONLY AT
  
E. A. COLES PAINTS  
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS VOLUME SPECIAL
SALE - VOLUME DISCOUNT
MR. COLE, AN EXPERT IN THE MIXING OF YOUR PAINTS
LAYAWAY OR CHARGE IT
WITH APPROVED CREDIT
SOUTH EAST 942-4023 CORNER
*1 SOUTH BELLEVUEIOREMORE
has been created. Plastics and
coated fabrics fit into this cate-
gory.
• • •
In describing the differences
between the two processes, Lir
can pass through water-repel-
lent fabrics, but it cannot pass
through waterproof ones. You
may get wet in heavy or pro-
longed rain when wearing a
water-repellent garment.
• • •
But you may also be wet from
unevaporated perspira-
tion when wearing a water-
proof garment. When air can-
not pass through a fabric,
neithet can water vapor, and
perspiration collects.
Today manufacturers seldom
describe finishes as permanent.
Very few finishes exist that are
truly permanent or that are as
efficient at the end of the life
of the fabric as when the fabric
was new.
Durable is a more accurate
word to describe many finishes
that remain functional through
a number of washings or dry
cleanings. Many water repel-
lents are of this type.
• • •
Some water repellents are
renewable. Although dry clean-
ing or washing will remove
the finish, a dry cleaner can
reapply it. To be effective,
water-repellent fabrics must be
clean.
particular diih
roast, stew, or
cheese.
You can then set up half of
the pot roast, the stew or ma-
caroni in casseroles and put
them in the freezer. This will
save you a few hours of pot
cleaning with less time used
finding-the-materials and se-
lecting-the-utensils.
Also, the food tastes wonder-
ful after the seasonings are
permitted to permeate it.
• • •
Lighten your work with mod-
ern ideas.
For instance, paper dishes
used for breakfast and lunch
will save hours of dishwash-
ing. Many newly designed
household tools are available
to make your tasks simpler.
New lightweight vacuum
cleaners are easier to push a-
round, leaving you less tired.
There are new resilient tile
floors which don't require wax-
ing, such as Kentile Traver-
time in solid vinyl.
A garbage disposal appliance
will save trips to the outside
garbage can or to an incinera-
tor room.
Pot
and
• • •
Assign regular duties to each
child.
These should have to be
done without being told each
time. Naturally the job must
fit the child's capabilities.
Eight year old Johnny can take
care of the midweek trip to
the supermarket for a supple-
mentary bread or milk pur-
purchase, or for newspaper
and magazine pie' ips.
Twelve year old Harriet can
take charge of all tailor deliv-
eries and pickups. It will aid
her in learning to take care
of her clothing.
Fifteen year old Tommy can
do a regular floor scrubbing
job, and if he balks tell him
of the giant maintenace firms
which started with one man
doing window washing and
now handle multi million dol-
lar contracts for skyscrapers.
All of the children should be
required to keep their cloth-
ing hung up, laundry in the
hamper, and rooms tidied.
Room inspection should be
made just before handing out
the weekly allowances.
Household Tip
A small amount of ammonia
poured into a saucer and placed
inside the oven with the door
closed for several hours or even
over-night will make removal
of burned-on soil and grease
easier.
Iowa Methodist
Churches Merge
WATERLOO, lowa—(UPI)—
Iowa Methodists announced ea
merger of a previously all Ne-
gro church into the First Meth-
odist Church of Mason City.
The move marks the first
time that an all-Negro church
has combined with a previously
all white church in Iowa. The
mer:•,er will combine the Union
Memorial Methodist Church of
Mason - City with the First Meth-
odist. 
A Methodist spokesman said
that the move was being made
as part of a nation wide pro-
gram to integrate the church
structure.
The announcement of the mer-
ger was made during the open-
ing service of the North Iowa
Methodist C o of erenc e. The
spokesman said that three other'
all Negro churches in lows will
continue separate operations.
OVER
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TO CHOOSE FROM
(41 tors lo stook t• ohoose from)
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC•
Factory-approved warranty available ONLY
from your Cadillac dealer.
ill Union JA 1-11110,
FOR THE BEST SELECTIONS
IN A NEW OR .ONE OWNER
USED CARS SEE
BOBBY SMITH
BIG SPORTS CAR SALE
CONVERTIBLES - BARRACUDAS 
BOBBY SMITH SELLS CARS - LIKE HE PLAYS SPORTS
HELP HIM TO CONTINUE
BY TAKING HIM YOUR BUSINESS TO
BILL SPEROS
CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH
309 Union Avenue 525-0581
NEW AIR FORCE OFFICERS — These three officers at
left were among the 22 graduates commissioned as second
lieutenants in the United States Air Force Reserve during
the 53rd Commencement service at Tennessee State univer-
sity recently. From left are Johnny Redmon, Greenville,
Miss.; Walter Hart, Newark, N. J.: and James Jones, Col-
umbus, Ga. Administering the oath is Lt. Col. Howard L.
Baugh, commanding officer of the Air Force Detachment
790.
Education, Not Demonstration,
Motto Of Black Nationalists
I NEW YORK — (NPI) —"Ed- the answer to racism,- declared
ucation, not demonstrations, isa movement which calls itself
OUR PRICES BEFORE
YOU BUY...
'65 Buick . . SSSS
x!nrtv 5. 4-Aoor Hirdtep,
"Idioms. Elfill0S. can
'65 Buick - SSSS
Viml roof, all factory
Wildcat. 4-deor IN-idiots. Alt factory options. Execu-
Ine car
'65 Buick SSSS
:-diacir Hardtop. Full power and air. Execue
THE ABOVE CARS ARE STILL
IN FACTORY WARRANTY:
'64 Chevelle  •• $1595
Malibu 4-door Sedan. White- with b'tie interior, radio
and latater, white sidesall tires.
'64 Tempest $2295
(11.00,11 2•docr. Er conditioned. automatic, radio and
It-it--v
'64 Chevelle $1895
Station t1agon. 4.doef, C ctlinder, standard trans-
'63 Chevy ll $1495
Nova I'door Hardtop. White with red Interior. Radio
and heater. auteivatic transmission.
'63 Chevrolet $2195
Impels .I.door Hardtop. WhNa mith red interr,
3:.': V-8. rawer and factory air. Extra clean.
'63 Ford $1895
Saluda SOO. If.dr., Hr. Prwor and air cond. White
w-red let. 1 owner. like re.:
'62 Olds ... $1995
95 4-door Sedan. Full power and factory air. Extra
c,ems.
'62 Chevrolet $1695
Impala 2-door Hardtop. White with red Interior. M
V-s stick. radio and heater. •
'62 Buick .. $1895
LeSalsra 2-dec‘r Hardtop. Automatic tzansmisslon.
'61 Chevrolet $645
4-door standard tran.mission. Black. This ad only.
 VOLKSWAGENS 
'65 Volkswagen 
 .. $1195
10 actual 'nit, RAH. Ittushout windows. 1 owner
Kannann Ghias S1195
Convertibles and hardtops. All colors, Sally
equipped.
'64 Volkswagen ........$1695
Plan. Ralf. whitewalls. push out windows. Your
r,,olte ft several.
'63 Volkswagen ........$1295
111 sedan Blark. with vent shades, whitewalls,
rallo and heater.
'62 Volkswagen Camper ..S1695
New kit. n. .ermine, ready for vacation. 100':,
mechanival warrant:
'62 Volkswagen . . . . 1195
Radio and h,at.r..hitesalls. Real sharp:
'GI Volkswagen 
 
$995
Blue. radio and heater. eons owner, low milew
'60 Volkswagen 113 $895
OLDER MODELS 5411 DOWN AND
LOW, LOW NOTES!
17S4 HIGHWAY St SOUTH
IN W1411114YAIN NUR $NOOKS ROAD
the "intellectual voice" for
black nationalism and social-
ism, as it celebrated its fifth
anniversary.
The Afro-American Research
Institute, Inc., stated this the-
sis during an all-day conference,
entitled ''Black Writers at the
Crossroads," which focusqd at-
tention on the anniversary ob-
servance.
Head of the institute, and edi-
tor of the Liberator, its official
otgan, is Daniel H. Watts, a
brmer architect who shelved
his career to form the nation-
alist movement.
The Liberator is a 32-page
pinto-offset magazine. Its ad-
visory board lists James Bald-
win and Richard B. Moore, as
writers; Lewis H. Michaux,
bookstore proprietor; Hugh Mul-
zac, retired merchant marine
captain, and Atty. Paul Zuber.
(Special To The DEFENDER)
, DAYTON, Ohio — The widely
held view that home values de-
cline in racially changing
neighborhoods is sharply disput-
ed in a pioneer study made by
the National Urban League.
The survey compared the
values of 249,352 homes in six
major cities in Ohio over the
10-year period from 1950 to
1960, and found that regardless
of whether the houses were sit-
uated in white, 'Negro, mixed
or changing neighborhoods, they
rose uniformly in value in that
decade.
In contrast to previous stud-
ies of the effect of racial com-
position on neighborhood prop-
erty values, the Urban League
survey was not a spot-check or
sampling of houses in the six
cities, Instead, all the houses
in 339 United States census
tracts — nearly a quarter of a
million homes — were included
in the survey.
In making public the findings
last week, Ray Brown, Mid-
eastern director of the national
organization, said: "Our study
included every census tract for
which data were available in
the cities of Akron, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton
and Toledo. This was not a 'se-
lective' study of a few homes
or a few tracts in changing
neighborhoods."
The study, undertaken for the
'Ohio Valley Council of Urban
Leagues by Sherwood Ross,
news director for the National
Urban League in New York,
was based on information from
the United States census of
1Rights' Role should each man not see all his
Liberation Committee for Afri-
ca, under the guidance of Watts
and Richard Gibson. Gibson is
now a free lance writer in Paris.
During the early days of the
organization, Watts participated
in a planned "silent" demon-
stration with black armbands
and veils at the UN Security
Council chambers. Disorders re-
sulted, causing minor injuries
to 21 persons. The demonstra-
tions were in protest to the UN's
Policy in the Congo, and the
slaying of former Congo pre-
mier Patrice Lumumba.
Watts also participated In a
picketing protest against Moise
'ishombe, the Katanga leader
who is now The Congo's pre-1
mier.
Now, hoWever, he said, "We
don't believe demonstrations
per se lead to anything, and
we're busy trying to educate
the people first."
Flousehold Tip
When buying washable cloth-
ing, be sure to check each gar-
ment to make sure that all
Parts can be laundered. Check
waistbands, pockets, linings,
The institute begcn as the elastic and other finishings.
You Ask For It, We Will
Give It To You. Our Two
Week Special
Reg. $9995
Now $69"
Continued For An Indefinite
Amount Of Time
Styles to Please Each
Individual Personality
Styles. By Special Train
ed Fashion Stylists. Take
Advantage of Our Special
Styling Offer on Tuesday
& Wednesday Only $3.00.
BUCK HILL FALLS, Pa.—
(NPI)—The General Synod of
the Reformed Church in Amer-
ica approved a recommenda-
tion from its Commission on
Race that "a Christian may
engage, alone or with others,
in an act of civil disobedience."
The first such action to be a-
dopted by the World Alliance
of Reformed and Presbyterian
churches, it noted, "there may
come a time in spite of efforts
o correct it, when a law pre-
vails that keeps people from
receiving justice and thus con-
flicts with the purpose of God
as they are revealed in the Gos-
pel."
Rolerence Appeal
LONDON—(NPI)—An appeal
for racial tolerance in Britain
and throughout the world was
made by John Cardinal Hee-
nan, Roman Catholic archbish-
op of Westminister last week.
The cardinal said: "Persecu-
tion, like peace, is indivisible.
If today, we hound the Negro
r the Indian from his home,
tomorrow we shall hurt the
Jewish synagogue. Then we
to politicalshall rapidly return
and religious intolerances of
all kinds only the 'foolish be-
lieves man's worth can be jud-
ged by his color "
• • •
Racial Equality Asked
ATLANTA — (NPI) — Why
brothers as children of God?"
proclaimed a statement issued
by fiye bishops of the four state
Atlanta province of the Roman
Catholic Church. The statement,
signed by Archbishop Paul J.
Hallinan and Bishops Vincent
S. Waters, Raleigh, N.C.; Er7
nest L. Unterkoefler, Charles-
ton, S.C.; Thomas J. McDo-
ough, Savannah, Ga.; Coleman
F. Carrol, Miami; and Charles
B. McLaughlin, auxiliary bish-
op noted that if man believes
men are created in the image
of God, "he must live in spirit-
ual equality with others, re-
gardless of their race, nation-
ality or color."
Let George Do It
DALLAS, Texas —(NPI) —
The 16,000 registered delegates
to the recent four-day meeting
of the Southern Baptist Con-
vention seemingly followed the
idea of "Let George Do It,"
when it came to adopting a
stand on racial equality. Of
3,169 who were in the Dallas
Memorial auditorium, only 64
voted on a final statement "de-
ploring the open and premedi-
tated violation of civil laws .
or the taking of life as a means
of influencing legislation or
changing social and cultural
patterns." The intent of the res-
olution, according to observers,
is to condemn civil disobedi-
ence tactics of the civil rights
movement.
APPROVED CREDIT
APPLICATIONS
NO MONEY DOWN
12 MONTHS TO PAY
Assistant Manager,
Mrs. Frances Peterson Miller, Beautiful, Personable That No One Could DIV
Anything hut Buy A Wig. With That Hostess Air, She Wea:s Every Moment
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housing in 1950 and 1960.
With the assistance of Arthur
Youn5, chief of the housing di-
vision of the Census Bureau in
Washington, Ross obtained data
on all six Ohio cities for which
housing information was avail-
able. He compared each census
tract in the six cities for which
the median value of homes was
computed in 1950 and 1960.
In every one of the 339
census tracts, the median
value of the homes was found
to have increased in the 10-
year period. Moreover, it was
found that as a rule the per-
centage increase in home values
was much greater than the
trend of monetary inflation
over the decade, which was put
at about 20 percent. This ap-
plied irrespective of racial
makeup or racial change in the
tracts.
Commenting on the findings,
Brown said:
"There is not a shred of
evidence to indicate that home
values fall In changing neigh-
borhoods. Many Negro neigh-
borhoods and changing neigh-
borhoods reflect home value in-
creases higher than those of
all-whibe neighborhoods.
"Any white homeowner in
Ohio who sold his home for less
than he paid for it, or for less
than its real value was gypped
by unscrupulous real estate
swindlers — many of the stung.'
men who fear open occupancRIP
because . it would break their
stranglehold on the housing
market."
Of the 249,352 homes eval-
uated in the survey, 16,547 were
owned by non-white residents
and 232,805 by white residents.
Brown noted that two separate
studies confirmed the validity
of the assumption that realistic
values are placed upon homes
by their occupants in replying
to census questions.
To check the estimates sup-
plied by owners against actual
selling prices, the Urban League
compared census figures for six
tracts in Washington, D. C.,
with a study of selling prices of
700 homes made by Erdman
Palmore, a former Professor of
Sociology at Yale Universityak
and now with the Social SecurW
ty Administration. It was found
that the value of homes given
to census-takers varied by only
about 4 percent from the actual
selling prices.
AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If you are clean and tired of high rates
If you have lost your license
If you are about to loose your license
If you need an SR-22 filing at once
If you have under age 25 problems
If you need free help, advice, quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
948-7775 or 948-7776
AUXINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
988 Miss Blvd. Memphis, Tenn.
go Italian
this season in this
beautiful way.
Made In ltasy
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SUMMER JOBS WITH NAVY — These 12 young men, ages
17 through 19, were employed at summertime jobs aboard
the U. S. Naval Air Station, 51em7this, last week under pro-
visions of President Johnson's youth Opportunity cam-
paign. From left, they are Charlie Wright. Jerry Peterson,
12B
Melvin C.
DEFENDER
Butler, Jerry C. Gray,
ard L. Neal, David }Ord, Robert
Joyner, Delbert Webb, John Rose
(Official U. S. Navy Photo
will
James N... Wilkins, Rich-
F. Penelton, Gary N.
and Billy W. Massey.
Hi onore t Claridge More than 600 National Guards-LACONIA, N. 11. — (UPI) H This resort city's populationof 23,00o hail been swelled bymen, state trocpers and police- more than half again its nom_
Page 15
partment. work as ment and training opportunityThey
GetS u in temporary Navy Civil Service 'for at least 500,000 of some 2
Jobs At Naval Bas
Summertime jobs aboard the
U.S. Naval Air Station (NAS),
Memphis, went to a dozen 10-
cal young men last week, un-I
der the provisions of President
Johnson's Youth Opportunity
OP Hired on June 16 the 12 teen-
agers, ages 17 to 19, will work
for the Navy through Septem-
ber, or until they reaeh the
maximum 700-hours of employ=
ment set by the summer youth
program. They will be assign-
ed to jobs of an unskilled na-
ture, that would otherwise not
have been done this summer.
TIIE 12 BOYS
Those hired:
From Memphis are Rob-
ert E. Penelton, 18, son of
Mrs. Gloria Rowlett; Char-
lie Wright, 18, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clint Wright; and
Jerry Peterson, age 17, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah
Peterson.
From Covington are Del-
bert Webb, 17, son of Mrs.
Ruby Webb; and Richard
Neal, 19, son of Mrs.
Ruth Dancy.
From Millington is Da-
vid HIrd, age 17, son of,
W./ Mrs. Catherine Hird.
From Munford are James
N. Wilkins, 17, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. N. Wilkins;
and Gary N. Joyner 18,
son of Mrs. Pansy Joyner.
From Drummonds is
Billy Massey, age 17, son
•
From, Brighton are Mel-
vin C. Butler, 18. son of
Mrs. Adell Butler; Jerry
C. Gray,. 18. son of Mrs.
Grace Gray; and John
Rose, also 18, son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Rose.
TEMPORARY JOBS
Eight of the summertime
employees were hired by the
NAS Industrial Relations Dc. 
employeesduring the summer.
The other four youths were
I hired by the NAS Navy Ex-
e 'change. Called "summer work-ing aides", they will be paid
of Mr. and Mrs. James S. with non-appropriated funds
Massey. like other Navy Exchange civi-
.1ian employees.
A total of 25 young men ap-
plied for the 12 Navy job open—
ings. They were all referred
to the Navy by the Tennessee
Employment Office's Youth
Employment Center.
100-HOUR LIMIT
President Johnson's cam-
paign calls on the nation's em-.
Moyers to help provide employ-
THRILL—VACKED JULY ISSUE!
ORT
MAGAZINE
SPORT Ulla
,
HOW FAR CAN BOB GIBSON GO?
JOSE TORRES, CHAMP AT LAST!
HOW IMPORTANT IS A
BASEBALL MANAGER?
JOHNNY CALLISON..."I'M THE
BIGGEST WORRIER AROUND"
Don't miss July SPORT Read exciting profiles of your favorite sports figures.
See action-packed color photographs. Keep abreast of all that's new in
college and pro sports. Read the July issue now.
July SPORT 19TH YEAR AS FIRST MAGAZINEFOR SPORTS. . NOW ON SALE!
Sears Has Beautiful
Fashion WIGS
...in styles to
please every
personality! 6995to 129.95
NO MONEY DOWN ON SEARS EASY PAYMENT PLAN
It's so easy to change to an enticing, glamorous appear-
ance in almost an instant with Sears attractive fashion
wigs. Superbly created from 100% human hair in styles to
suit every personality. Every wig comes complete with
hat-box type case. ..ideal for storing and traveling.
Cosmetics, Sears Poplar, Sears Crosstown
POPLAR CROSSTOWN
4570 Poplar 495 N. Crosstown
million youths in the nation.
Those employed under the
provjsions of this campaign
are paid $1.25 per hour. The
provisions of the campaign
place a 700-hour limit on the
total length of employment.
Melrose Track Star 'Mobilize 600 To Quell
New Hampshire Rioters
The Magnolia-Barksdale Civ- of Commissioner Pete Sissom
ic club went all out this year of the Public Works Commis-
to honor Willie Dawson, "Track sion, who was unable to attend
Star of the Year," and an at- the affair.
fair in the Melrose athlete's Mr. Parish said. "We are
honor was held in the Balinese happy to honor such a junior
ballroom of the Hotel Claridge. citizen, and in the near future
this may be adopted as an an-
nual project.. We have many
outstanding junior and senior
citizens in our community, and
It is our job to show them that
One of the highlights of the
evening was the presentation
of a key to the city of Mem-
phis by Mayor William B. In-
gram to Mr. Dawson and a
plaque from the civic club. we too appreciate their accom-
plishments and are Proild ofPersons who have had roles
in the life of Mr. Dawson were them'
'
speakers for the evening, and Assistingh honor
included Miss Harry Mae Si- gram were Curtis Garrison.
mono, Magnolia elementary Mrs. Irene Davis, Mrs. Henry
B Shannon, Mrs. William Par-
school principal; Mrs. Lytia iMcKinney, his homeroom teach- sh and Miss Mary Wadlington.
er at Melrose; Eldridge Mit-
chell and C. E. ,Evans, his"
football coaches; and Floyd
M. Campbell, principal of Mel-
rose High school.
TRACK COACH SPEAKS
The guest speaker for the
celebration was Jesse Wilburn,
the guest ot honor's track coach
and a track star himself dur-
ing his student days a Tennes-
see AM State University. Also.
present to congratulate him
was Thomas Hayes, a commis-
sioner of the Memphis Transit
Authority.
Presentations were made to
Mr. Dawson by Joe Purdy, pub-
lic relations representatives of
the Pepsi-Cola Bottling Com-
pany, and William Parish,
president of the Magnolia.
Barksdale Civic club on behalf WILLIE DAWSON
This is the Canadian
you switch to when
you get richer.
If you have reached this degree
of affluence, congratulations.
If you haven't, cheer up. You've got
something to look forward to.
Seagram's
Canadian
CANADIAN WHISKY—A SAND OF 1ELECTI55/ 1*115. 8IA WARS OLD 868 PROOF StAGRAII•DiS TOURS CO ter.
men from as far away as Maine
were placed on alert to quell
any recurrence of Saturday
night's rioting by sonie 2,000
motorcycle race fans.
The riot, which laste,.: into the
early hours of yesterday, was
put down by tear-gas shooting
police after leather-jacketed
cyclists set fire to autos, an
arcade, a bowling alley a n d
parts of the boardwalk aad
hurled bricks a n d bottles
through store windows.
More than 100 persons were
arrested. More than 60 were
treated at ho,:pitals for injuries
suffered in the melee. Stzte,
county and municipal work
crews were cleaning up the
rocks, bottles, cans and other
debris hurled by the rioters.
"It's just like a good, clean
Sunday morning here now,"
said a Laconia policeman. The
scene was in contrast to Sat-
urday night's hours of Orror
and destruction.
While thousands of other race
fans looked on or milled about
the area, the rioters set fire to
ears and other.vise tore up the
her when an estimated 15,000
racing fans — some from as
far away as California — hit
town to attend a nearby motor-
cycle rally.
Authorities said the riot ap-
parently started when a motor-
ist tried to drive through a
line of Canadian motorcyclists
who were lining op to begin a
drag race.
The cyclists ran amok,
overturned the car and set fire
to it. The violence spread.
'Dozens of pollee formed • pha-
lanx behind a tear-gas shooting
fire truck which sprayed t h e
rioters with. gas.
Police sealed off a two.mile
area until the riot was brought
under control.
Crazed cyclists, in scenes
reminiscent of the early Mar-
lon Brandon movie "The Wild
Ones," rode their machines on
boardwalks, into arcades a n d
over lawns.
Police and national guards-
men, riding in steel-pIated
jeeps, fired volley after volley
of tear gas and rock salt tired
town. itrotn sholgun3.
DOG RACING AT ITS BEST
SOUTH LAND
summer home of champions
JUNE 18th THROUGH OCT.12th
oonclitioned for your Comfort
CHUCK HUTTON CO.
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS
ONLY $100 OR LESS DOWN
1956 PLYMOUTH
4 Cr. V-8. Automatic
Trans. Radio & Htr. ONLY 
1957 FORD
V-8, Automatic Trans,
Radio Heater, New White Tires 
1957 OPEL
2 Dr. Sedan, With Radio, Htr.
All Vinyl Interior 
1957 DODGE
4 Dr. V-8 Automatic Trans., Radio,
Power Steering & Air Cond
1958 CADILLAC
s195
$595
s295
Htr s595
Radio, Htr. Auto. Trans., Power Steering si95
& Brakes, Real Nice 
Many More Bargains To Choose From
1170 Union Ave.
PH. 275-8143
45 YEARS WITH DODGE
1965 SEASON
NOW OPEN
Racing WWI, Except
Sunday
10 BIG PAYING
PERFECTAS
Sn• With Every Race Starting With The Seconiii
FIRST RACE 8:00 P.M.
DAILY DOUBLE
Admission 254- Acres of free paved parking
C. J. UPTON, Pres.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
4
5•
CONGRESSMAN AND CONSTITUENTS — The Withers
family was in Washington, D. C. recently for the Howard
University graduation exercises of the oldest son, Ernest,
Jr., and while posing in back of camping trailer, Congress-
man George Gilder, representative of Tennessee's Ninth
Congressional District, came along and joined them for
photograph. From left are Ernestliters, Jr., Rosalind,
Mrs. Ernest Withers, Sr., Daryl, Congressman Grider, Wen-
DEFENDER
s"..
4464 r •
dell, Andrew Jerome, Deadriek James ,and Mr. Withers,
well-known Memphis photographer. Hordes of Meznphians
have visited Washington this summer, and Congressman
Grider is inviting others to stop by to see him while in the
capital. The capitol building is seen in the background here.
Other tourists can be seen on steps of House of Representa-
tives at left.
SPECIAL
SUMMER DISCOUNT
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONERS
2 H.P. To Cool 1200 Sq. FT. Home
$449 Installed
214 H.P. To Cool 1500 Sq. FT. Home
$549 Installed
3 H.P. To Cool 1800 Sq. FT. Home
$649 Installed
4 H.P. To Cool 2100 Sq. FT. Home
$749 Installed
FREE Estimates Phone 948-0904 Days
872-4382 Nights Ask For J.M. MOSELY
MAY DAY MFG. CO.
1047 Florida Street
CONVENTIONEER
Marion Horton, Pittsboro, N. C. (left> a senior in business
administration at A&T College, and Mrs. Katie G. Dorsett,
assistant professor of business, attended the national con-
vention of Phi Beta Lambda, a business organization, held
in Cincinnati, Ohio. Horton is president of the local chap-
ter of the organization at A&T.
TIGER SW BIT KU WINNERS
251
_st PRIZES
flisraardtit.„
4‘r..
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250 6th PRIZES
First winners' list now posted.
(Come look it over--you may have won I)
If you 'entered the Tiger-in-the-Tank Sweepstakes be-
fore June 17, you may already be a winner! How do
you find out? Check the Winners' List at your Esso
station. Winners of the first drawing are now posted,
so stop in and look for your lucky number.
If you don't find your number, don't give up — be-
cause you're already entered for a second big drawing
coming up on July 14. If you haven't entered before,
do it now! Just drive in and ask your Esso dealer for
your entry card while they last. No purchase necessary
HUMBLE
0, I. Per !PANG COMPANY
— nothing to buy or write except your name and ad-
dress. And you still have a chance at hundreds of great
prizes — Sports-fastback Marlins by Rambler, Lone
Star Boats and Trailers with Mercury "Merc 500" Out-
board Motors, RCA Victor Home Entertainment Cen-
ters, etc., etc., etc.
So drive in today and register. And while you're there,
why not put a Tiger in y_Qw tank with High-energy
Esso Extra gasoline — and get a 3-way power boost!
Happy Motoring!
wr..ww.C..wa LEADING ar,tagiv COMPANY . MAKEPIIO e550 PieoouCrs
PUTA  TIGER IN YOUR' TANK!
A&I Grad Gets Post
With CG & $ In East
Freddie L. Jeffries, 26, of
Gates, Tenn., and the first Ne-
gro to be commissioned in the
uniformed service of the Coast
and Geodetic Survey in its 158-
F. I. MlA-RIES
year history was sworn in as a
lieutenant on June 21.
The oath of office was ad-
ministered to Jeffries by Cap-
tain John C. Bull, head of the
Norfolk, Virginia Regional Of-
fice of the Coast and Geodetic
Survey, which is an agency of
ATTENDS INSTITUTION. . .
Fred L. Brown, 607 McLemore,
and a Teacher at Melrose High
School will attend the National
Science Foundation Institute
this summer at Montclair State
College, Montclair, New Jersey.
The institute will provide an
opportunity for Mr. Brown and
74 other teachers of junior and
senior high schools throughout
the U. S. to spend six weeks of
concentrated study in the var-
ious phases of mathematics.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
ÔCONVEtliFisaLOCATI3e.S
vi'HIRI VOLES LIKE t OU
GET PREEDUNIiA/
Its
NEED 14109117
Solve Your Problems "
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.
Cosh Yo‘ Mo.
Payments
$ $00.00 $ 12.90
$1,000.00  23.70
$I, 500. 00  34.50
$2,000.00 .....  $ 45.50
$2,500.00.... .. 56.20
$5,000.00 $110.82
Be Wise! Choose
State Sayings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At 3 Bank"
of
NOTICE!
Alt Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc. ,
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office lox 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
chars.
the U. S. Department of Com-
merce.
Following the ceremony, Jef-
fries was to spend 12 weeks in
the 18th Officer Training Class
at the C & GS Atlantic Ships
Base at Norfolk. Other mem-
bers of the class were sworn in
at the same time.
Jeffries, who joined the Com-
merce Department - scientific
bureau in 1961 following gradu-
ation that year from Tennessee
State University, with a bache-
lor of science degree in civil
engineering, is a Coast and
Geodetic Survey engineer in
Portsmouth, Va.
He is one of 11 children of
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie ft. Jef-
fries of Route 1, Gates, Tenn.
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Sentence 4 In Plot To
Bomb U. S. Shrines
NEW YORK — (UPI> —sot plotting to dynamite the
Three Negro a.terrorists who1 Statue of Liberty, the Wash.
plotted to WO up American
shrines of liberty were sentenc-
ed to ten years in jail. A shape-
ly Canadian accomplice who
turned on them at the trial got
a five-year sentence.
The three members of the
pro-Castro Black Liberation
Front stood stolidly before
Federal Judge William B. Her.
lands and heard themselves
described as "hate-inspired"
conspirators who planned a
grand hate-Amorica -gesture.
The three — Robert Steele
Collier, 28, Walter Augustus
Bowe, 32, and Khaleel Sultarn
Sayyed, 22 — were convicted
ington Monument end the lib-
erty Bell.
Their accomplice — blonde,
27-year-old Michelle Duclos, a
former Canadian television per
sonality and an activist inw
Canadian separatist groups —
pleaded guilty at the outset of
the trial to charges of smug-
gling dynamite in from Can-
ada for the three conspirators.
She testified for the prosecu-
tion at the trial and was term-
ed by wosecutor Stephen E.
Kaufman a "most cooperative
witness who is truly penitent
and has been very helpful to
the government."
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME  Mother's name 
Address 
Phone number 
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Number of papers wanted weekly
Classified Ads . .
,Autos For Salo
CADILLAC 1961
4 DOOR SEDAN
• Power Steering — Brakes
• Good Condition
• Good Tires
• Price $350.
MU 3-6822
For sale or swap Dodge Car for Dia-
mond or what have you, the value. —
308-4618
519110 Super 88 Oldsmobile 4-0 Sedan
Fall power, air-cond., one owner
Call 397-1647
HOME FOR SALE
NEAR GRADE, JUNIOR
& HIGH SCHOOLS
CITY BUS BY DOOR
3 LOVELY
FIELDSTONE HOMES
2093 LARAMIE — 3 BEDROOMS,
18 F1'. KITCHEN, CARPETED LIV-
ING & DINING ROOMS. CERAMIC
TILE BATH, FENCED. ONLY $41.10
DOWN. FBA. SEE THIS.
2102 LARAMIE — S ROOMS, LIV-
ING ROOM & DINING ROOM CAR-
PETED, CERAMIC TILE BATH.
NEW 13 YR. GUARANTEED ROOF,
AIR CONDITIONER TOO.
LEAVING STATE. THIS 18 A GOOD
BUY.
2027 LARAMIE — TRY TO MATCH
THIS' 2 BEDROOMS. 1.61txr. LIV-
ING ROOM & DINING M CAR-
PETED. VENTAHOOD KITCHEN,
CERAMIC TILE BATH. PLUS A 20
x 30 FOOT GARAGE WITH 9 x 20
WORKSHOP, LOVELY LAUNDRY
ROOM & ½ BATH. OWNER WILL
BELL EQUITY FOR $1,200. OR
LOW DOWN PAYMENT.
THESE HOMES SHOWN
BY APPOINTMENT
JUST CALL 386-3738
F. L. SNELLINGS
LUCILLE SERE REALTY CO.
1247 EVERGREEN - 274-5809
Member American Real Estate)
Assn.
TO THE FAMILY
DEMANDING THE BEST
THIS IMMACULATE CUSTOM
BUILT HOME IS OFFERED FOR
THE FIRST TIME. ONLY 8 YEARS
OLD.
3 Bedroom Brick — 11/2 Baths. Large
Living Room & Dining Room. Beauti-
ful Kitchen with Natural Wood Cabi-
nets, Trim and door. throughout home.
One of the newer and finer homes in
Longview Heights. Owner will .It for
FETA Appraisal. Shown only by ap-
Pointrrient. If you want the beat call
agent to net.
F. L. SNELLINOS 386-3738
ANOTHER FINE HOME
3 Bedroom Fieldstone. Large Living
Room & Separate DR.. w, w carpet-
ing, 18 ft. Kit.
2093 LARAMIE
OPEN SUNDAY 3:00 — 6:30
PRI('E REDUCED ON THESE
Exceptionally Ilovely Fieldstone 1g.. Lr.
& dr. w/w carpet, 2 BR. Cer Tile bath
• Cabinet Top. Lovely Kitchen. 20' x
30' Garage with Laundry room.
bath & Mx20' workshop. Buy this re-
duced equity & assume loan. Agent
will have open Sunday 3:00 to 11;00
2027 LARAMIE.
OWNER TRANSFERRED OUT OF
State. Must Sell Price now Reduced.
6 Rm. Fieldstone. w/w Carneting, von.
blind., Air Conditioner. Down Pay-
ment 1250 FHA Agent 9111 have open
Sunday 3:00-6:30 2102 LARAMIE.
ANOTHER REAL BUY — REDUCED
1890 S. ORLEANS—CORNER ALIDA
* S. ORLEANS. Opposite Jr. Hi Lr, Dr.
Kit., 3 Bedrooms, Cer Tile Bath. Car-
Port & Storage Agent will be at this
home.
SUNDAY 3:00 to 6:30
ANY OF THESE HOMES SHOWN
ANYTIME — TO SEE CALL
F. L. SNELLINGS 366-3738
LUCILLE SERE REALITY COMPANY
1247 N. Evergreen 274-5809
Hem. Amer. Real Estate Assn.
8311 Alice, 2 B. R. Brick. Large ga-
rage. Tile Bath Sep. Living Room and
D. R., W to W Carpet. Floor Furnace
Heat. Open for Inspection all day Sat-
urday and 4 to 6 p.m. Sunday.
VOII ARE WELCOME
TO VISIT AND INIIPAIT THESE
BEAUTIFUL WELL CONSTRUCTED
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS HOMES.
I WILL GLADLY SHOW YOU ANY
TIME YOU WISH — JUST CALL
F. L. SIVELLINGS 396-3738
1890 S. ORLEANS—CORNER ALMA
Lovely corner oppoelte Jr. Hi. LI,
ingroom. eat-in kitchen. 4 bedroom,
it partly paneled) Suitable for Den
or Dining Room. Close to schools A,
bus.
2027 LARAMIE — FIELDSTONE
Lovely 2 bedroom plastered home,
20x30 garage with tk bath, laundry
room, 9x20 workshop. Buy this low
equity.
2093 LARAMIE — FIELDSTONE
A lovely 3 bedroom plastered home
With 18 foot kitchen you mill be proud
to own.
2102 LARAMIE — FIELDSTONE
6 room plastered home plus eir condi-
tioner. On bus line. Buy G. I. or F.
N.A. LOW D.P.
AfIfINT AT TlIESE HAMER
SUNDAE 2:00 — 6:00
(AMC IN A91) SEE THEM
F. L. SNELL1NOS 2R0-31
Iii ILLE SEltE IWALTY COW
1217 9, Every...es 274-MI00
Mem Amer Real Edit. Assn
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
2 bedroom brick, enclosed back poroh,
newly decorated Inside and Out. Oa-
rage, nice lot. $11,500. PHA $490.
Include. All Mre. Barbara Martins,
311.416114; Lenin Hemlou. Broker —
270-4425 929 Madison
HOME FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL MARIANNA ST.
3 B. R. Brick, especially for ex-
ecutive er professional people;
palace inside, paradise outside.
Dcuble carport, stone gar., im-
ported shrubs .Wall-to wall crpt
Air cond., V. B. Many other fea-
tures too numerous to mention.
Must be seen to apprec. By appt.
only. Reduced for qinck sale.
W. C. HALEY, SR. 386-3182
Surety Realty Co. 386-9911
LONGVIEW HEIGIffS
831 Alice, 2 B. R. Brick, large
gar., tile bath, sep. living and
dining rms., wall to wall crpt.,
floor furnace heat. $9,850 with
'FHA low down payment. Seen
by appointment only. 946-5361.
Furn, For Sale
PEWS Fill SALE
30 pewe, 12 foot in length.
398-5836 or 398-6610
Help Wanted
MUNI ERS IVA N'l
(Male and Female)
Linotype operators, proof-
readers and Doormen. Only ex-
perienced personnel should ap-
ply. Witte, Personnel Dept. co
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago al6/6,
Illinois.
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen ang saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market
We pay 2.5 per cent ar.d 30
per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Meniphis, Tens.
PART IIME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
JIM, 275-9676
SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING
OR Twv.tNo. WHITE ro mix 1941.
WINEITON SALEM. NC. ENCLOSE
STA PXD act ,F-s WE.Stilia) EN.
"ELOPE OR 10c COIN FOR REPLY
Light assembly work to do at
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com-
mercial. Cathedral City Calif.
Business Opportunity
FOR SALE PH. FA 7-6033Snow ball machine New— only
Bien in use for three weeks.
this is a bargain If ever want
to see one.
Mr. Geor, e Doug:ass
1308 So. Barksdale St.
2754067
Apts. For Rent
FOB BEST
Newly Decorated Apartment.
1086 South Belleau*
Across Dom future branch of Unlib
elk Mar Bank. Separate ant ran
double carport, floor Buenos heat.
ctuldien.
11110 Month
cau 276-1/16
Houses For Sale
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
DARLING HOUSE
• 3 BEDROOMS •
• DEN •
Modern. Ent in kitchen. Plus
zar port. $450 down; includes
closing cut. Approximation,
$72 month note.
• Shown By Appointment •
Call Mrs. Barber Martenn,
398-6618. Mrs. Lealo Hendon
(broker). 1529 Madison Ave.
HOUSE FOR SALE
1957 DELMAR
Two bedrooms, living room and
dining room combination.
$250 DOWN, F.H.A.
El 61., PLUS CLOSING
Mr. James Jones, GL 2-5273
MID ToWN REALTY, 452-3146
Ill/ESIC root SALE
Lakeview Gardens
Beautiful three bedinom Mick. livi
and dining room combination, 1111
place, one and a half bath, eat
kitchen, all electric. Large closets.
iouble carport. k'HA alnmaisal, 01 Or
FHA loan. Call Mr. George C. Will-
iams — 395-5173 or 327-2086 —
Sentral air-conditioned and heating.
Southland Realty Do.
1003 RAMONA, SPRINGDALE
area. Early American brick,
painted light green, white trim,
black shutters, boxwood shrub-
bery. 3 B. R., tile bath. FlIA,
$11,775 with $375 down or as-
sume loan for $1,600. Open for
inspection. BR 5-4296.
For Sale .y owner, Choice Location
3 Bedrooms Fieldstone Home. Larger
Corner Lot, Fenced back Yard. Coma
see anyiime. 792 E. McKellar 940-
4532
Special Services
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES
-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
-RATS
Licensed and Bonded 4100,
CALL (IS BEFORE YOU ARIL
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Buy U.S.
BONDS
THAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • D'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONkY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 Ilt 178 SEAL STREET JA 6-5300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-1811 BEALE ST. 'e
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL0)4 Unredeemed Pledges On Sale f
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 64450
•
•
•
